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Abstract
This dissertation examines the effects of technological change on the change in 
the employment (wage) share of skilled workers. The first part of the analysis 
decomposes the change in the employment share of skilled workers in the United 
States into within industry and between industry components. The dissertation uses 
data fi'om the 1950, 1960, 1970, 1980 and 1990 US decennial Censuses. A large 
within industry component is often interpreted as being consistent with the skill-biased 
technical change hypothesis. This hypothesis argues that the observed increase in 
relative wages of more educated workers is due primarily to changes in labor demand 
driven by changes in technology. The results of the decomposition analysis are 
consistent with the findings of other researchers suggesting that an increase in the 
share of skilled workers is driven by a within industry/within region component. 
However, two specific points are worth highlighting: (1) The between industry 
component is significantly larger in the 1950s and 1960s compared with the 1970s and 
1980s. (2) The services sector shows a different pattern than all other industrial 
sectors where the between industry component dominates the within industry 
component for the early periods. The time series pattern possibly suggests an 
association between the widespread difiusion of distributed computing and the change 
in the skill mix.
In the second half of the dissertation I examine the relationship between 
changes in skill and alternative measures of technology. The findings o f the regression 
analysis indicate that there is generally a positive relationship between changes in 
sectoral capital stocks and the change in the wage share of skilled workers. Moreover, 
I find that computer investment has a strong positive effect on changes in workforce 
skill. In addition, regressions that include measures of advanced manufacturing 
technology, such as networks, robots and flexible manufacturing systems, show that 
the intensity of technology usage is positively related to the change in the wage share 
of skilled workers. The effect of the technology variable is stronger over longer 
periods of time. Overall, the findings in this dissertation generally support the 
hypothesis that technical change is an important factor in explaining changes in the 
employment share, wage share and relative wages of more educated and skilled 
workers.
XI
Chapter One:
Introduction
The changes in the wage structure in the 1980s have been the subject of many 
recent studies. Three major changes have been highlighted in the literature: a rise in 
the relative wages of more educated workers, an increase in the relative wages of more 
experienced workers, and the narrowing of the female/male wage differential. The 
panels of figure (I) presents data on the first of these phenomenon. They plot the 
employment share of skilled workers, the wage share of skilled workers, and the 
relative wage of skilled to unskilled workers for the US economy over the period 1950 
to 1990\ As shown in figure (I), the share of skilled workers in total employment has 
increased by more than three folds, from 15.2% in 1950 to 48.6% in 1990. Over the 
same period, the share of skilled workers in the wage bill has also increased fi’om 
20,05% to 63.44%, and the relative average wage of skilled workers rose from 1.4 in 
1950 to 1.84 in 1990. While the facts are well established, the more difficult question 
regarding the cause of the change in both the employment and wage share of skilled 
workers remains under debate.
To explain these changes in the labor market, economists have focused on 
three broad classes of explanations: changes in labor supply, changes in labor demand 
and changes in labor market institutions. The supply side explanation is investigated in
' In figure 1, a  skilled worker is defined as a worker with more than a high school education.
Katz and Murphy (1992) among others, and their findings suggest that the increase in 
the relative wage of skilled workers was accompanied by an increase in the supply of 
these type of workers, contrary to the predictions of the supply side story. A similar 
conclusion is reported by other researchers including Berman, Bound and Griliches 
(1994) and Murphy and Welch (1992). Given that the increase in the supply of skilled 
workers during the 1980s should result in downward pressure on the relative wage of 
skilled workers, the fact that relative wages of skilled workers increased suggests that 
there may have been a relative shift in labor demand towards more educated and more 
experienced workers. Moreover, the relative demand shift for these types of labor, 
which creates a pressure to increase the relative wage of skilled workers, dominates (in 
terms of magnitude) the downward pressure on the relative wage caused by the 
increase in the supply of skilled workers.
Two major demand-side explanations are present in the literature, shifts in 
international trade and skill-biased technological change. First, the international trade 
explanation is twofold; (1) Outsourcing where moving unskilled labor-intensive 
production facilities to developing countries leads to the decline of both the relative 
wage and the employment share of unskilled workers, and (2) Competition where 
import penetration causes a reduction in the number of unskilled jobs in the US and a 
fall in the relative wage of unskilled workers. Empirical findings provide mixed results 
for the significance o f international trade in explaining the increase in the relative wage 
of skilled workers. Sachs and Shatz (1994) examine the relationship between 
international trade and the wage structure in the US. Their findings suggest that trade
is a major cause of wage inequality, and that a combination of trade and technological 
change together explain the rising ratio of skilled workers in total employment and the 
increase in their relative wages. Murphy and Welch (1992) also examined the 
significance of trade in explaining wage inequalities using a labor supply and demand 
framework. Their findings indicate that imports have some effect on relative wages, 
but not large enough to fully explain the changes in the wage structure. In addition, 
evidence fi'om between versus within industry decompositions’ studies find that most 
of the change in skill occurs within industries. According to the trade explanation, one 
would expect most of the wage variation to come fi'om the between industries 
component since changes in the trade environment are viewed as differentially 
affecting demand across industries. Evidence shows that the within industries 
component in the wage variation is more dominant suggesting within industry skill 
upgrading (see Berman, Bound and Griliches (1994) and Dunne, Haltiwanger and 
Troske (1996)).
The second demand-side explanation is skill-biased technological change which 
argues that the adoption of new technology in production has increased the demand 
for skilled workers. For example, replacing the assembly line process by robots leads 
to the substitution of low skill workers by workers with higher skills. Skill-biased 
technical change explanation has been explored through indirect evidence provided by 
either the decomposition analysis, or by different proxies of technologies used in 
regression analysis. In decomposition analysis, technological change is assumed to 
cause a shift in the demand for skilled workers across industries, therefore, one would
predict the within industries component in the wage variation to be dominant. As 
cited above, most researchers find the change in the wage share of skilled workers to 
be dominated by the within industries component.
Another approach is to examine the validity of the relationship between 
changes in workforce structure and wages and measures of technological change. 
Measuring technological change appears to be the most challenging issue in this 
regard. Many researchers treat technological change as the residual claimant theory 
(Topel (1994)), with the implication that if it is not trade or supply side effect, then by 
default it must be technology. There is a growing number of studies, however, that 
have begun to construct measures of technical change. The different measures include 
such variables as; R&D intensity, capital/labor ratio, employment share of scientists 
and engineers and investment in computers as a share in total investment. Most of 
these measures are based on the assumption that technology is embodied in capital, 
therefore measures of capital deepening or capital intensity will be a good proxy of 
technology intensity. The strengths and weaknesses of these measures are discussed in 
chapter two. The findings of Berman, Bound and Griliches (1994), Bound and 
Johnson (1992), Dunne, Haltiwanger and Troske (1996), among others, suggest a 
positive relation between measures of technology and the change in the wage share of 
skilled workers.
In general, the findings of researchers that have examined both the increasing 
wage differentials in the US and the shift toward more skilled workers in certain 
sectors, have argued that technological change has been a major driving force behind
the increase in the demand for skilled workers. The goal of this dissertation is to 
further examine the relationship between changes in workforce structure and technical 
change. The first part of the analysis extends the decomposition literature by 
constructing new decompositions that include both industry and region dimensions. 
This is important because if the skill-biased technical change hypothesis is correct then 
skill upgrading should be present both within industry and within region. Second, this 
dissertation extends the literature that models changes in workforce structure as a 
function of changes in technology. The dissertation constructs new measures of 
technological change including measures of advanced manufacturing technology and 
plant entry and exit.
In addition, this dissertation provides a detailed examination of the non­
manufacturing sector which is often overlooked in the literature. Most of the research 
cited above has been limited to the manufacturing sector^. This raises a question about 
the generality of their conclusions as it pertains to the non-manufacturing. This is 
especially important since non-manufacturing accounts for around 80% of total US 
employment.
The first part of the analysis decomposes the aggregate change in the 
workforce skill into within and between industry components at both the aggregate 
and sectoral levels (similar to Berman, Bound and Griliches (1994)). The main 
findings of the decomposition analysis is that the within component is large relative to
See for example Berman, Bound and Griliches (1994), Bound and Johnson (1992), Davis and Haltiwanger 
(1991), Dunne and Schmitz (1995), Sachs and Shatz (1994), Van Reenen (1993).
the between component. This is consistent with previous research. However, the 
findings of this research show that the services sector follows a dififerent pattern than 
manufacturing, where the between industries component in the variation of the 
employment share of skilled workers is almost as large as the within component. 
Moreover, the time trend shows that sectoral contribution of the between and within 
components is significantly dififerent in the 19S0s and 1960s as compared to the 1970s 
and 1980s. Thus, the basic decomposition patterns are not uniform across sectors or 
across time.
With respect to regional issues^, agglomeration economies and the clustering of 
certain industries in certain locations (i.e. high tech centers in the Silicon Valley in 
California and Route 128 in Massachusetts) suggest unequal regional skill distribution 
in the US. For example, Topel (1994) argues that there has been some difiference in 
the regional distribution of wage inequality, and the greater increase in inequality has 
been in the west region of the country because of the increased immigration of low 
skill workers, mainly Hispanics and Asians. In this dissertation, both decomposition 
and regression analysis are used to examine whether there are significant differences in 
changes in the skill structure of the workforce between different regions in the United 
States. The results of the decomposition suggest that most of the variation in the 
change in the wage share of skilled workers is due to the within region component.
The next set of analysis model the relationship between measures of 
technological change and the change in the wage (employment) share of skilled
' Regions are defined according to the Bureau o f  the Census as presented in Table 2.
workers. A number of different measures of technology are used to examine the 
relationship between technology and changes in workforce skills. The capital/output 
ratio and the share of computer stock in total capital stock are used to examine the 
effect of both capital deepening and changes in the quality of capital (computer 
investment) on the change in the wage share of skilled workers. The empirical results 
show that both capital deepening and investment in computers are positively correlated 
to the change in the wage share of skilled workers. Moreover, comparing the 
m%nitude of the two capital investment variables indicate that the computer variable 
has a stronger effect on the change in the wage share of skilled workers than non­
computing capital investment.
In addition to examining the relationship between computer investment and 
changes in workforce structure, I also examine the relationship between advanced 
manufacturing technology and workforce skill. The effect of advanced manufacturing 
technology on the change in the skill mix is examined using a technology intensity 
variable from the Census Bureau’s recent Survey of Manufacturing Technology. The 
variable measures the use o f such technologies as flexible manufacturing systems, 
robots, networks and computer numerically controlled machines. The regression 
results suggest a positive correlation between the technology variable and the change 
in the wage share of skilled workers, the effect of technology is stronger over time.
The dissertation is structured as follows; Chapter II reviews the literature 
including a discussion of the methodologies used in the literature and main issues and 
empirical findings. Chapter III is divided into three parts related to the decomposition
methodology: the first part explains the structure and intuition behind the 
decomposition model, the second part describes the data set used in this chapter, and 
the last part investigates the sectoral, regional and metropolitan differences in the 
distribution of skills. Chapter IV describes the data and methodology used in the 
regression analysis, along with the empirical results. Chapter V provides closing 
remarks.
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Chapter Two;
Literature Review
2.1. Overview:
The rise in the relative wage of skilled workers was pronounced in the 1980s 
and has attracted many researchers to study its potential explanations. As shown in 
figure (1), both the employment and the wage share of workers with more than a high 
school education have increased by more than three fold between 1950 and 1990. 
Moreover, the relative wage o f skilled workers has increased fi’om 1.4 in 1950 to 1.84 
in 1990. The rise in the relative wage of skilled workers is a result o f both an increase 
in the price of skill and a sharp decline in the absolute real wages paid to less skilled 
workers (Gottschalk (1997)). Although the rise in both the wage inequality and the 
employment share of skilled workers is a widely reported and established fact, 
controversy still remains over the explanation of these patterns.
There are several alternative explanations as to the increase in both the wage 
inequality and skill upgrade in the US workforce over the last 40 years. These 
explanations include: The supply side explanation, the institutional explanation and the 
demand side explanation. In a simple supply and demand model, the wage gap 
between dififerent groups of workers (skilled and unskilled) can increase either because 
of an increase in the demand for skilled workers relative to unskilled workers, or 
because of a decrease in their relative supply. The efifect of changes in the relative
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supply of skilled workers on the wage gap is straightforward. If the stock of skilled 
workers grows proportionally faster than does the stock of unskilled workers, then the 
relative wage of skilled workers will fall, ceteris paribus.
On the demand side, the main competing explanations for the increase in wage 
inequality are the skill-biased technological change and international trade. The first 
explanation argues that changes in production practices, mainly the widespread use of 
computers and related technologies, have increased the demand for more skilled 
workers, and consequently, their relative wage. The trade story argues that both 
outsourcing and import penetration have «shifted the demand away fi'om unskilled 
workers. The cheap unskilled labor in developing countries has attracted many US 
firms to move their unskilled intensive production facilities to other developing 
countries to benefit fi'om the lower cost of less skilled workers. Moreover, import 
penetration reduce the demand for low skill intensive goods produced locally because 
of the cheaper imported goods. As a result, demand for unskilled workers will 
decrease also, and the competition between unskilled workers for the remaining local 
jobs reduces their relative wage.
The institutional explanation comes in many shapes and colors, however, only 
two will be highlighted: Nfinimum wage and the decline in unions’ power. The 
minimum wage sets a floor to the lower tail of the wage distribution, as a result, it 
tends to reduce the level of wage inequality. The magnitude of the efifect of minimum 
wage depends on its level relative to other wages and on the number of workers
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afifected by minimum wage. The real value of the minimum wage decreased by more 
than 30% during the 1980s, leading to increased wage inequality (Fortin and Lemieux 
(1997)). The other institutional factor that affected wage inequality is the decline in 
unions’ power. Union members usually earn higher wages than non-union members, 
therefore the increase in collective bargaining coverage should reduce wage inequality. 
The rate of unionization has declined precipitously during the 1980s, suggesting the 
possibility that this decline played a role in increasing the wage gap between different 
groups of workers.
Researchers used two main statistical models to examine the factors causing 
the change in the wage share of skilled workers; the decomposition and the regression 
models. The first model decomposes the change in the wage (employment) share of 
different types of workers in order to determine whether the change is due to within 
industry or between industry variations. The between industry variation is interpreted 
in the literature to endure both the trade and the institutional explanations, 
alternatively, the within industry variations in the change o f the wage share o f skilled 
workers is interpreted to support the skill-biased technological change explanation.
The second statistical model used in the literature attempts to test the validity 
of the different explanations of the change in the wage share of skilled workers using 
regression analysis. The wage share of skilled workers in the total wage bill is 
modeled as a fimction of imports, unionism, size, supply factors, and a proxy of 
technological change in order to test the significance of each of these variables on
12
changing the wage share of skilled workers. The main problem in applying this 
method for the current purpose is the lack of measures for technical change. To 
overcome this problem, researchers use different proxies for technical change raising a 
question about the quality of these proxies.
In the following sections of this chapter, I will review the literature dealing 
with the increase in wage inequality, with emphasis on the empirical findings, the way 
skill has been defined and the proxies used for technical change. The review of the 
literature will group the findings of empirical research according to the different 
explanations of the change in the wage share of skilled workers.
2.2. Review of the Findings of Empirical Research;
(a) The Supply Side Explanation:
In a supply and demand framework, assuming a stable labor demand, a 
decrease in the supply of a certain type of labor will increase their relative wage. 
Therefore, the supply side theory explains the increase in relative wage of skilled 
workers by the scarcity of their supply. This explanation is not supported by the fact 
that the supply of the types of workers whose relative wages increased during the 
1980s, has in fact increased in the US.
Katz and Murphy (1992) tested the hypothesis that wage premiums are caused 
by a shift in the supply of labor using a simple supply and demand framework. The 
supply side explanation predicts that changes in factors positively affecting supply of
13
skilled workers will vary negatively with changes in their wages, i.e. assume that the 
supply of skilled workers is positively related to factor X, then X will be negatively 
related to the changes in skilled workers' wages. Their findings suggest that changes 
in relative supply has the same sign as changes in wages, implying that the relative 
supply of skilled workers and their relative wage have both increased in the 1980s.
Bound and Johnson (1992) regressed the change in the relative wage of 
different types of workers (grouped by their sex/education/%e) on variables 
representing technical efficiency, labor supply, product demand and institutional 
factors. Their findings suggest a negative relation between the increased of the 
relative wage of more skilled workers and their relative supply. The same conclusion 
was reached by: Berman, Bound and Griliches (1994), Channells and Van Reenen 
(1994), Murphy and Welch (1992).
Topel (1994 and 1997) examined the regional effects of the supply of different 
types of labor and technical change on regional wage inequality using data fi'om the 
March Current Population Survey covering the period fi'om 1972 to 1990. His 
findings suggest that technological change favors skilled workers, creating an upward 
pressure on wage inequality, while the increase in labor force schooling creates a 
downward pressure on the wage gap. On the national level, the technical change 
effect is greater than the supply effect causing overall wage inequality to rise. 
However, across regions, the supply of different types of workers varies because of 
immigration, affecting the magnitude of wage inequality between different regions.
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Topel concludes that the large inflow of low skill immigrants in the west region creates 
the largest wage inequality among all US regions.
In general, there is no evidence in the literature to support the supply side 
explanation, and it has been considered a weak explanation of the changes in the wage 
share of skilled workers in the 1980s.
(b) The Institutional Explanation:
Only two institutional explanations will be highlighted in this section: Nhnimum 
wage laws and the decline in unions’ power. The minimum wage sets a floor on the 
lower tail of the wage distribution, as a result, it tends to reduce the level of wage 
inequality. The other institutional factor that affects wage inequality is the decline in 
unions’ power. Union members usually earn higher wages than non-union members, 
therefore an increase in collective bargaining coverage should reduce wage inequality.
The institutional explanation predicts that the decline of the union power in the 
1980s caused the wages of unskilled workers to decline. Bound and Johnson (1992) 
tested the validity of this explanation by including a variable to represent the union 
effect in their labor demand equation. Their findings suggest that the unions, in 
general, have a weak effect on wages, therefore, the increasing wage inequality can not 
be explained by the fall of unionism.
Davis and Haltiwanger (1991) decomposed the variance of the hourly wage 
differentials. Their findings cast doubt on the significance of unions, they concluded 
that deunionization has little role in explaining the increase in the wage dispersion over
15
the period 1975-86. This conclusion was further supported by the findings of 
Channells and Van Reenen (1994) using data from the UK.
Another institutional explanation claims that a decline in real minimum wages 
will increase wage inequality. According to this explanation, any real increase in the 
minimum wage will result in decreasing unskilled employment because firms will 
choose to substitute unskilled workers by more skilled labor. Therefore, the minimum 
wage increase in the 1980s has caused the shift in the skill mix. There are two main 
weaknesses associated with this explanation. First, minimum wage workers have a 
low share in total employment in both the US and UK, and in fact minimum wages did 
not increase significantly in real terms through the 1980s^. Second, even if there was 
an increase in minimum wages that caused the change in the employment share of 
skilled workers, it should be accompanied by narrowing the wage gap between skilled 
and unskilled workers. In fact the employment share of skilled workers and the wage 
gap have both increased, implying that this explanation is inconsistent with actual 
observation.
Howel (1995) provides an alternative story along the same lines. He argues 
that US companies have been competing mainly through reducing domestic wages and 
by shifting production facilities to low wage countries. As a result, the drop in 
unskilled workers wage explains the change in wage structure. Moreover, Howel
* See Channells and Van Reenen ( 1994) and Fortin and Lemieux ( 1997) for a discussion o f the minimum wage 
and union power trends in both the US and UK.
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argues that given the low wages, unskilled workers have less incentives to work and 
may prefer to depend on the social welfare system, leading to a drop in their share in 
total employment. In general, empirical findings do not support the institutional 
explanation for the change in the employment share of skilled workers. 
fc) Demand Side Explanations:
None of the explanations cited so far has received significant empirical support, 
which leaves us with the demand side explanations. In fact most of the on-going 
debate in the literature centers on two major demand side explanations for the change 
in the wage share of skilled workers: international trade and skill-biased technological 
change.
( 1) International Trade:
According to the international trade explanation, the major economic event in 
the US since the late 1970s is the expansion of trade with the rest of the world. At the 
same time other countries, especially developing countries, opened their markets to 
foreign investment. Severe competition with developing countries, who are low-wage 
(and low skill) labor intensive economies, makes the US concentrate on skill and 
capital intensive products. Hence, unskilled labor wages and share in total 
employment are decreasing due to the competitive advantage of imported products, 
which is low-wage labor intensive. Moreover, US firms have been moving their 
production facilities of low-skill labor-intensive products to the developing countries
17
to take advantage of the cheap labor cost, adding more pressure on the wages and 
employment of unskilled workers.
Sachs and Shatz (1994) examine the relation between trade and the wage 
structure for the US. Their findings reveal that trade with low-wage countries is more 
disruptive in terms of the net change in wage differentials and employment shares 
favoring higher levels of skill. Moreover, low-skill industries have the largest 
proportionate drop in employment arising fi'om increased import penetration. Sachs 
and Shatz’s evidence points more towards shifts in trade and market prices than 
towards shifts in productivity as a relevant factor in widening wage inequalities. They 
conclude that trade is a major cause of inequality in wages, and that the combination 
of trade and technological changes together explain the rising ratio of skilled workers 
in total employment and the increase in their relative wages.
Murphy and Welch (1992) attempted to explain the change in wage structure 
using a supply and demand fi*amework. They examined three possible scenarios for 
the shift in labor demand: as a normal trend, as a trend caused by the expansion in 
trade, and as a normal trend accelerated by the expansion in trade. Their findings 
suggest that imports have some efifect on relative wages, but not large enough to fully 
explain changes in wage structure *.
Following the same track and using similar data set, Katz and Murphy (1992) 
used both a supply/demand fiamework and decomposition analysis to examine the
Similar findings were reported, by Murphy and Welch (1993).
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correlation between trade competition and the change in wage inequality. Their results 
suggest that demand shifts arising from trade competition are in the right direction but 
too small to explain the change in relative wages. Moreover, the majority of the 
change in the relative wage of skilled workers is caused by within industry variations. 
Since the majority of the change in the relative wage of skilled workers is caused by 
within industry variations, Katz and Murphy conclude that technological changes 
might be the reason behind the increase in wage inequality, though its effect is hard to 
measure.
Boijas and Ramey (1994) apply time series analysis (cointegration technique) 
to evaluate the most common explanations for the increase in wage inequality, using 
annual data from the Current Population Survey for the period from 1963 to 1991. 
Their findings suggest that the only variable that consistently shares the same long run 
trend with wage inequality is the durable goods trade deficit as a percentage of GDP, 
not only for the 1980s but since 1949.
In the same direction, Bernard and Jensen (1997) examine the effects of 
exports on wage inequality, using plant level data for the manufacturing sector 
covering the period 1976-1987. They decomposed the share of skilled workers into 
within plants and between plants. Afterwards, the within/between components are 
regressed on variables representing technology and exports, their findings indicate that 
the increase in plant technology determines the within plant skill upgrading but not of 
the aggregate wage gap rise. Moreover, the increase in employment at exporting
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plants contributes heavily to the observed increase in relative demand for skilled 
workers in manufacturing. Exporters also account for almost all of the increase in the 
wage gap between skilled and unskilled workers.
In general, empirical evidence suggests that international trade plays a role in 
explaining the change in the employment (wage) share of skilled workers, though it is 
not the main factor affecting wage inequality.
(2) Skilled-Biased Technological Change:
The shift in labor demand towards skilled workers, according to the last 
explanation, is caused by the adoption of new technology that increased the demand 
for skilled workers at the expense of unskilled workers. It is argued that the 
widespread adoption of computers and related technology throughout the economy 
has increased the productivity (and consequently the demand) of skilled workers. As a 
result of this type of skill-biased technological change, both relative wages and share in 
total employment of skilled workers have increased (Johnson (1997)).
In his review to the Bureau of Labor Statistics (ELS) research regarding the 
effect of technological change on employment in the US, Mark (1987) argues that new 
technology is helping to change the structure of occupations by increasing the demand 
for higher skill workers at the expense of low skill workers.
Allen (1991) examines how non-neutral technological changes in production 
are related to changes in the wage structure using cross-section regression analysis. He 
regresses three dependent variables as proxies o f skill (rate of return on schooling, log
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wage gap of schooling, wage gap for experience) on four different proxies of 
technology; R&D intensity which is proxied by employment share of scientists and 
engineers, capital recentness, growth in capital/labor ratio, and total factor 
productivity growth. Out o f the four proxies for technology, only R&D intensity had a 
significant effect on the demand for skill. Allen’s findings indicate a strong correlation 
between R&D intensity and both return to schooling and experience, implying a strong 
association between these measures o f technological chaînes and the change in w%e 
structure.
Davis and Haltiwanger (1991) examine different explanations for the rise in 
wage inequality in the US using a decomposition model on plant level data. Their 
findings indicate that unions and trade have little role in explaining wage dispersion, 
and that the most likely cause of the increase in wage inequality is skill-biased 
technological change. Moreover, plant size is found to be an important factor 
affecting wage dispersion. In the same context, Reilly (1995) examines the firm size- 
wage effect and its relation to iimovation. His results indicate that human capital 
investment and technical irmovation are complements. Moreover, the size-wage effect 
can be explained by the fact that larger firms usually adopt new technological 
improvements before small firms.
Duime and Schmitz (1995) use a direct measure of technology intensity to test 
the relationship between the use of advanced technology and employer size-wage 
premia. Their findings suggest that differences in technology usage is related to
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significant wage differences. Moreover, when information about technology is 
included in the wage regressions, the size-wage premia is significantly reduced.
Bound and Johnson (1992) examine a range of alternative hypotheses to 
explain the change in the wage structure. They regressed the change in wages for 
different types of workers on variables representing; technical efSciency, supply of 
labor, product demand, and institutional factors. Their results indicate that the main 
reason for the change in the wage structure is a combination of skill-biased 
technological change and changes in unmeasured labor quality. Berman, Bound and 
Griliches (1994) conduct a similar test using both decomposition and cross sectional 
analysis. Their results suggest that most of the change in both wage and employment 
structure is due to skill upgrading within industry, implying that skill-biased technology 
is an important factor explaining the change in the wage and employment structure  ^ . 
To further investigate this issue, Berman, Bound and Machin (1994) study the change 
in employment structure in nine developed countries using a similar methodology to 
the one used by Berman, Bound and Griliches (1994). Their evidence shows that skill- 
biased technological change is a major cause of the change in wage inequality. 
Moreover, skill upgrading occurred within the same industries in most of the countries 
in the sample. Industries with large contribution to skill upgrading are machinery, 
computers, electrical machinery, and printing and publishing.
* The same conclusion was reached by Mark (1987), Allen (1991), Davis and Haltiwanger (1991), Reilly (1995) 
and Dunne and Schmitz ( 1995).
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Finally, Autor, Katz, and Knieger (1997) believed that more insight on the 
skill-biased technological change analysis can be gained by; using a supply and demand 
framework, examining a longer time period than 1980s and 1990s, and comparing 
manufacturing and non-manufacturing sectors. Their findings indicate that skill-biased 
technological change started in the 1970s, “but its efiects on wage differentials did not 
show up till the deceleration of the growth of supply of college graduates in the 
1980s”. Moreover, decomposition analysis shows a different pattern between 
manufacturing and non-manufacturing sectors. The within-sector college wage bill 
share growth is much higher in the 1980s than the 1970s for manufacturing, the 
opposite is true for non-manufacturing. Occupations with higher average pay and 
higher educational levels have a tendency to expand in sectors that adopted computers 
at a faster rate.
In conclusion, there is a growing body of evidence in the literature favoring the 
demand side explanations, where both skill-biased technical change and international 
trade have a significant role in explaining the change in the wage share of skilled 
workers. However, through a process of elimination many researchers argue that skill- 
biased technological change is the main force behind rising wage inequality in the 
1980s.
2 Empirical Findings regarding the Regional differences in the Skill Mix;
Many researchers attempted to investigate income inequality across different 
US regions or according to rural/urban status. Topel (1994) tested whether regional
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differences affect wage inequality among workers of different skills. He used a model 
of factor demand with data from the March CPS covering the period from 1973 to 
1991. Topel found that technological change is skill-biased raising overall inequality. 
Alternatively, the increase in the supply of skilled workers reduces inequality, until 
now, the technology effect has dominated the supply effect. Additionally, on the 
regional level, Topel found no evidence that different regional evolution of wages are 
demand driven, the whole story, he believes, is on the supply side. Moreover, since the 
change in labor supply varies across regions, changes in inequality vary also, and the 
lower the quality of labor supplied, the greater the increase in wage inequality. 
Therefore, the greatest increase in inequality has been in the west region of the country 
because of the increased immigration of low skill workers, mainly Hispanics and 
Asians.
Little and Triest (1996) examine the geographic dimension of technology 
diffusion in the US manufacturing sector. They use data from the Survey of 
Manufacturing Technology (SMT hereafter) and run a negative binomial regression 
analysis. Their findings indicate that geography does make a difference in the speed of 
adoption of advanced technology, and human capital appears to be an important factor 
causing the above mentioned difference, i.e. access to skilled workers, defined as 
workers with high school education or more, is associated with faster rate of 
technology adoption.
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Nissan and Carter (1993) used the 1991 Bureau of Economic Analysis data to 
examine income inequality across regions over the period from 1929-90. Their 
findings show a substantial income inequality among regions in the early portion of the 
period under study, inequality then declined until the late 1970s with diSbrences 
continuing afterwards.
Regarding the rural/urban (metropolitan) status effect, Renkow (1996) studied 
the magnitude and causes of the rural/urban earnings differentials using county-level 
data for North Carolina. His findings show that returns to schooling are significantly 
lower in rural areas, earnings in rural areas are more sensitive to local labor market 
conditions, and the divergence in per capita earnings between rural and urban areas is 
largely attributable to local differences in human capital stock. Chakravorty (1996) 
analyzed the variation in the distribution of urban income for three different samples: 
blacks, whites, and both. His findings indicate that local employment conditions and 
other social factors are important for wage inequality. Moreover, the cause of wage 
inequality has changed over time from income, racial and industry factors to education, 
social and demographic factors.
2.4. Measures of Skill and Technical Change;
fa) Skill:
Researchers have mainly used one of two proxies for skill differences: The 
level of education attainment where a higher level of education implies higher level of
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skill, and the occupation type, i.e. production workers versus non production workers 
where production workers are assumed to be less skilled than non production workers.
The problem with the production/non-production definition for skill is that 
many groups in the non-production type are not skilled workers, i.e. office secretaries 
and cleaning personnel. As a result, the assumption that production workers are more 
skilled than non production workers is not always accurate and can lead to confusing 
results (for more details see Channells and Van Reenen (1994) and Howel (1995)).
The most widely used proxy for skill differences in the literature is education 
attainment. Bartel and Lichtenberg (1987) argue that highly educated workers have a 
comparative advantage with respect to learning and adapting to different technologies. 
The main weakness of this proxy is that it does not take into consideration the 
substitution effect between different majors in education. For example, in the 
construction industry, bidding for projects was a job for experienced civil engineers. 
Recently, construction management (which does not require any engineering 
background) has been created as a new major to prepare and supervise the bidding 
process.
fb) Technoloincal change:
Measuring technological changes appears to be the most challenging issue in 
the attempt to study the forces behind the change in wage share of skilled workers. 
Because of the measurement difficulty, many researchers treated technological change 
as the residual of the regression, Johnson (1997) explains this process in the following
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way: “Admittedly, the preliminary conclusion that technological change caused the 
relative demand shifts was somewhat tautological: (a) it must be x,, %% or xy, (b) it was 
not X2 or X3; (c) ergo, it was xi”. Since the residual picks up the effect of all variables 
excluded from the regression equation, it is a noisy indicator of the effect of 
technology on the change in the wage share of skilled workers. Other researchers 
used different proxies such as:
(1) R&D intensity: This measure picks up the effort taken by the firm to improve its 
product or the production process. In fact, most o f the R&D expenditures are 
oriented towards improving their products as opposed to R&D aimed at improving 
their production process ( Scherer (1984)). The problem with the R&D measure is 
that it does not tell whether the company’s research efforts are ftuitful, and whether 
the firm who originates the innovation has actually used it. This measure was used by 
Berman, Bound and Griliches (1994), Berman, Bound and Machin (1994) and Sachs 
and Shatz (1994).
(2) The growth in the capital-labor ratio: Including this variable in the wage equation 
picks up the effect of capital intensity on the wage structure. This measure includes 
both types of capital investment: replacing old equipment and acquiring new methods 
of production. Since the growth in the capital-labor ratio does not separate the two 
types, it is a noisy proxy for technological change. However, using net capital 
investment provide a better proxy of technological change under the assumption that 
technology is embodied in capital. The same argument applies to the use of capital age
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as a proxy for technological change. This measure was used by Allen (1991) and 
Autor, Katz and Krueger (1997).
(3) Employment share of scientists and engineers; This variable is included in the wage 
equation to pick up the effect o f the innovative activity o f the firm on the wage 
structure. Though this is not a direct measure of technology, it is a good proxy for 
technology because this group of workers usually use advanced technology to carry 
out their job duties. This measure was used by Allen (1991).
(4) Investment in computers as a share of total investment: Including this variable in 
the share equation picks up the effect of computer investment on the structure of 
employment. Though this measure is more related to technological change than the 
others, it has some weaknesses. First, this measure does not tell who is actually using 
the computers, therefore, it is difhcult to test what level of skill is required to use these 
machines. Second, there is no information regarding the type of computer, i.e. 
whether it is used as a scanning machine to help a cashier or as a drawing machine to 
help an engineer. This measure was used in the literature by Berman, Bound and 
Griliches (1994), Berman, Bound and Machin (1994) and Autor, Katz and Krueger 
(1997).
Van Reenen (1993) used a survey containing information about innovation 
count in the UK manufacturing firms as a measure of technological change. The 
problem with this measure is that it pinpoints the firm which first developed 
technologically significant and commercially successful new products and processes.
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regardless whether that firm used the innovation or not. If the firm does not use the 
technology, it is unlikely to have any effect on the change in employment structure.
Dunne and Schmitz (1995) used a direct measure o f the level of technology 
intensity used by plants in US manufacturing to study the wage-size premium. The 
technology variable provides a useful insight to the relation between technology 
intensity and the change in the wage share of skilled workers. However, since the 
data is limited to a number of industries in the manufacturing sector, the value of the 
conclusions drawn fi’om this dataset can not be generalized to the whole economy.
2.5. Summary;
In summary, there is a growing body of evidence in the literature favoring 
demand side explanations for the change in the wage (employment) share of skilled 
workers. This trend is based on the increasing evidence supporting this notion fi'om 
empirical results. However, through a process of elimination, most researchers argue 
that skill-biased technological change is the most plausible candidate to explain the 
growth of wage inequality, though they realize the difiSculty o f measuring and verifying 
this hypothesis empirically, because of the dependence on indirect measures for 
technology. Although international trade explanation remains an important factor 
affecting wage inequality, this study will focus on the effect o f technological change on 
the change of the skill mix. Moreover, recent research is indicating different 
distribution of the skill mix among different regions, and between rural/urban areas.
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though little attempt has been made to study the combined efifect of industry and 
region in the distribution of skill.
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Chanter Three;
Decomposition Analysis: Theoretical Background and Empirical Results
3.1. Introduction:
This chapter of the dissertation will first discuss the “accounting” procedure 
used to decompose the change in the employment (wage) share of skilled workers 
according to the industrial sector, region and rural/urban dimensions. Moreover, the 
combined effect of industry/region on the change in the skill mix will also be 
decomposed. The second part of the chapter presents the empirical results for the 
various decompositions that are conducted in this study.
Decomposition analysis separates the sources of the change in the employment 
share of skilled workers into within/between industry variations. The between industry 
variations has been interpreted in the literature to be caused by either trade or 
institutional factors since these factors will result in the changes in the employment 
share of skilled workers between industries. However, if within industry variations are 
the cause of the change in the employment share of skilled workers, this is (i.e. skill 
upgrading) interpreted by researchers as a result of skill-biased technological change.
3.2. Theoretical Model;
Berman, Bound and Griliches (1994), BBG hereafter, used the following 
standard decomposition for the change in the share of the workers with skill level n :
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A p .  =  S ' i s , * P ,  + 2 * P . * 5 ,  (1)
i t
where,
pn= the share of skill level n in total employment (skill mix).
Pni= skill level n employment in industry i / total employment
in industry i.
s,— employment in industry i /  total employment.
According to the above formula, the change in the proportion of workers of 
skill n, also referred to as skill mix, is decomposed to between industries (the first part 
in the right side) and within industries (the second part). Fixing the share of type n 
workers in industry i (i.e. holding skill constant), allows only the variations of the 
employment share of each industry to change. Summing the individual industry 
variation over all industries yields the between industries component in the change of 
the employment (wage) share of skilled workers. As a result, the between industries 
component represents the variation in the skill mix that is caused by the shift in 
industry employment shares in the economy.
The link between this component of the decomposition analysis and the trade 
explanation comes from the decline in the demand for unskilled workers caused by 
outsourcing and import penetration. The low wages of unskilled workers in 
developing countries, like Mexico, attracts US companies producing unskilled 
intensive goods to move their plants outside the US to benefit fi-om the cheaper labor
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cost. This process leads to a fall in the employment share of unskilled labor intensive 
industries due to changes in the employment shares o f industries. Furthermore, 
competition between unskilled intensive goods produced in the US and cheap imports 
leads to the loss of local market share to foreign companies. This process decreases 
the demand for these products, and therefore, reduces their demand for unskilled 
workers. As a result, the employment share of these industries will decrease, causing a 
between industries reduction in the employment share of unskilled workers. Both 
factors (outsourcing and import penetration) cause a reduction in the employment 
share o f different industries, and a between industry variation in the change in the skill 
mix. Because of this link between the trade explanation and the between industry 
variations, many researchers interpreted the between industry component of the 
change in the employment share o f skilled workers as support for the trade 
explanation.
The within industry component is the second part of equation (1) and is 
calculated by fixing the employment share of each industry, allowing only the 
employment share o f skilled workers in each industry to vary over time. Adding the 
variations caused by the change in the skill level over all industries, yields the within 
industry component. Therefore, the within industry component represents the portion 
of the change in the employment share o f skilled workers that is caused by the average 
increase (or decrease) in the skill level within industries. The interpretation in the 
literature (BBG) is that the within industry component reflects skill upgrading and the
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likely impetus for the upgrading is technical change. For example, the adoption of 
computer technology by firms increases the demand for workers with computing skills. 
In general, if the new technology is skill-biased, then the industry level use of this 
technology will increase the demand for skilled workers in that industry. In the 
literature, researchers use this link between technological change and within industry 
variations to interpret the latter as an indicator for skilled-biased technological change 
explanation.
Many researchers who use the decomposition analysis, including BBG, find 
that most of the change in the wage share of skilled workers is due to within industry 
variations, suggesting that technological change has caused a shift in the wage and 
employment structures of skilled workers. For my purposes, this model will be used 
to decompose the overall change in the share of skilled workers along three dififerent 
dimensions. First, the industrial sectors dimension where the change in the 
employment share of skilled workers is decomposed into between/within industries 
components for each industrial sector. The sectoral decomposition will show whether 
all sectors follow a pattern similar to manufacturing. Second, the regional dimension 
in which the change in the employment share is separated into between/within regions 
components. This decomposition documents whether the change in skill occurs 
primarily within regions or is due to shifts of employment across regions. Third, the 
metropolitan decomposition investigates whether the rural/urban (or city center/not 
city center) changes in skill is due to between or within metropolitan areas.
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Equation (1) decomposes the change in the proportion of type n workers into 
between and within industries. If the majority of the change is due to between 
industries, this wUi suggest that factors, other than technological changes, have caused 
the shift in the skill mix of workers. Alternatively, if the change is due to within 
industries component, which is interpreted in the literature to be due to technological 
change, then a further decomposition of the within industries component into: within 
industries/within regions and within industries/between regions (or metropolitan area) 
will be carried out to investigate the combined effect of industry and region (or 
metropolitan area) in the distribution of skill. If the shift in employment structure is 
caused by technological change, we expect the skill upgrade to be within 
industries/within regions. However, if the change is due to within industries/between 
regions, then the shift in employment structure is affected by the differences in the 
regional distribution of the skill mix, i.e. there are significant differences in the supply 
of skilled workers fi'om one region to another causing the change in the skill mix.
The within industries component in equation (1) can be extended through the 
decomposition of the proportion of type n workers in industry i, as follows:
By substituting the value of APw fi'om equation (2) into equation (1):
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I ;  I ;
where.
Pa = the share of skill level n in total employment.
Pnij = skill level n employment in industry i and region j /  total
employment in industry i and region j.
Si = employment in industry i /  total employment.
Tij = employment in industry i and region j / employment in industry i .
Each of the three terms on the right hand side of equation (3) represents part 
of the decomposed change in the employment structure, after adding the region 
dimension. These parts can be interpreted as follows;
(1) The first part is the between industry component of the change in the 
employment share of skilled workers. This part of the decomposition implies that the 
change in the employment share of skilled workers is caused by changes in the 
employment shares of low-skill industries or high skill industries. This is often 
interpreted by researchers to be consistent with the international trade explanation.
(2) According to the second part of the equation, within industry/ between 
regions component, skill upgrading occurs across all industries, but at different 
regional rates. This component represents Topel (1994) story regarding the regional 
differences in wage inequality. According to Topel, wage inequality is driven by 
technological change at the national level, however, regional differences in the supply 
of skilled workers makes the magnitude of wage inequality differ from one region to
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the other. For example, assume that the oil industry operates in two states which have 
different skill distributions: Texas (where the skill level is 4) and Oklahoma (the skill 
level is 3). If each state has 100 workers in the oü industry in 1980, then the overall 
industry skill level is 3.5. Assuming that the oil industry decided to take advantage of 
the high skill labor market in Texas and move part o f their operations from Oklahoma 
to Texas, as a result, the number of workers decreased to 50 in Oklahoma and 
increased to 150 in Texas. Though the skill level did not change either in Oklahoma or 
in Texas, the overall industry skill level has increased to 3.75. The increase in the skUl 
level in this case is driven by the regional differences in the supply of different levels of 
skilled workers.
(3) The third component represents the within industries/within regions 
component. To calculate this component, both the employment share of industry I in 
total employment and the employment share of industry i in region j in total 
employment in industry i and region j are held constant. Therefore, only the effect of 
the change in the employment share of skilled workers in region j and industry i varies 
over time. As a result, this component captures the variations in the employment share 
of skilled workers that is caused by the upgrade of skill within industries and regions. 
Thus, if individual plants were adopting new technologies which leads to changes in 
the skill level of the workforce, then I would expect a large within industry and within 
region component.
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3^. Description o f The Data:
The Integrated Public Use Microdata Series (IPUMS) is used to perform the 
decomposition analysis^. The IPUMS consists of a series of individual level 
representative samples from the US decennial census for the years 1850, 1880, and 
from the period 1900 to 1990. These samples are independent, and they include 
information on a broad range of population characteristics such as: Wages, labor force 
participation, occupations, industry, geographic location, fertility, immigration, internal 
migration, education and other demographic characters. Each IPUMS sample consists 
of household and individual records. Household records contain information 
pertaining to an entire household or group quarters residence. Each household record 
is followed by a series of person records which contains information about each 
sampled individual in the unit.
This dissertation is using the IPUMS samples for the period from 1950 to 
1990. Each of these samples has a 1% density. The total number of personal records 
in each sample is (in thousands): 1922 for 1950, 1800 for 1960, 2030 for 1970, 2267 
for 1980 and 2500 for 1990. In decomposing the change in the share of skilled 
workers, researchers used one of two definitions for the share of skilled workers: 
either their share in total employment or their share in total wage bill. In the IPUMS, 
INCWAGE is the variable that indicates the respondent’s total pre-tax wage and salary
 ^IPUMS, Version 1.0 w as created by the Social History Research Laboratory at the University o f  Minnesota in 
August 1995. It consists o f  twenty three samples o f American population drawn from eleven censuses, the 
IPUMS combines them into a  single database that assigns uniform codes across years.
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income for the previous year. Though this variable allows for a great deal of 
comparison across years, there are two main problems that limit the use of this 
variable. First, the IPUMS use the code (999999) when the w%e information is not 
available, therefore, we have to drop all observations with this code before calculating 
the share in the wage bill. As a result, the sample size drops drastically, especially for 
the earlier years, i.e. the sample size dropped from 772,640 to 178,746 for the year 
19S0. Secondly, the wage amounts are expressed in codes that represent midpoints of 
intervals rather than exact dollar amounts. Each year has a top code representing the 
midpoint of the next logical interval. Top codes are: 10,050 for 1950, 25,500 for 
1960, 50,050 for 1970, 75,005 for 1980, for 1990 all amounts higher than 140,000 are 
expressed as the state median of all values exceeding 140,000 *. For 1950 and 1970, 
the codes represent the midpoints o f hundred-dollar intervals. For 1960, the codes 50 
to 9950 represent the midpoints o f hundred-dollar intervals and from 10,500 to 24,500 
represent the midpoints of thousand-dollar intervals. For 1980, the codes represent 
the midpoints of ten-dollar intervals. Because of those two problems, the share in the 
wage bill is not accurate and may under-represent the upper tail of the distribution. As 
a result, this paper will primarily use the share in total employment measure 
throughout the decomposition analysis. The share in the total wage bill measure will 
be used occasionally.
For more details regarding the wage variable see the IPUMS User’s Guide Data Dictionary, pages P166-17I.
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The IPUMS was used to create cells that include information about the number 
of workers grouped according to their skill type, industry and geographical location. 
Three different definitions of skill were created, to examine whether the way we define 
skill makes a difference in the pattern of the distribution of skills;
(1) According to the level of education, skilled workers are defined as the 
workers with more than 12 years of education, i.e. workers with one or more 
years of college, this definition will be called the edu definition.
(2) The second definition of skill is based on worker’s occupation, a form of 
blue collar/white collar definition which will be denoted as the occ definition. 
According to this definition, a worker is considered skilled if his occupation 
falls in one of the following categories: Professional and technical, farm owners 
and farm managers, managers and oflScials, clerical (except; cashiers, 
collectors, dispatchers, mail carriers, ofBce machines operators, shipping and 
receiving clerks, telegraph and telephone operators and kindred jobs), sales 
workers (except; newsboy), foremen, inspectors, jewelers and watchmakers, 
locomotive engineers, mechanics, motion picture projectionists, opticians, 
photoengravers, piano repairmen, stationary engineers, firemen, marshals, 
policemen and detectives, sheriffs.
(3) The last definition of skill is based also on occupation, but more of a high 
tech jobs vs. other jobs, we call it the high tech IHT) definition. According to 
this definition, skilled workers are those in the following occupations; 
Engineers, scientists, computer analysts and researchers, mathematicians, 
health technologists, science technicians, engineering technicians, other 
technologists and technicians. This definition may have problems because of 
the fact that certain occupations (mainly the computer related) were not 
around in 1950.
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It is important to mention that the occupation variable used in the second 
definition of skill is different than the one used in the third definition. The IPUMS 
include two variables for occupation (OCC and OCC 1950) and two variables for 
industry (IND and IND1950)® . Occupation and industry are among the most 
problematic census variables in terms of comparability. This is because each census 
year has coded occupation and industry according to the current Census Bureau 
classification scheme, which changes considerably over time. The different 
classification schemes are recorded in the variables IND and OCC in the IPUMS files. 
To make those variables more comparable, a new variable was created by the Social 
History Research Laboratory (SHRL) at the University of Miimesota based on the 
1950 occupational and industrial coding schemes. The schemes recoded the 
information contained in the IPUMS variables OCC and IND into the 1950 Census 
Bureau occupational and industrial classification systems, creating the variables 
OCC 1950 and IND 1950. The variable OCC 1950 is used in the occ definition of skill, 
while OCC is used in the HT definition. Since the classification is different from one 
census to the other, it was more practical to depend on the IPUMS recoding efforts. 
On the other hand, we used the OCC variable for the HT definition because it involves 
a small number of occupations some of which did not exist in 1950 such as computer 
related jobs.
’ See IPUMS User’s Guide Data Dictionary, pages P132-137 for industry details, and P II8 -I2 7  for occupation 
details.
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To enhance the comparability of industry data across all years, we use the 
IND 1950 variable which recodes the information contained in the IPUMS variable 
IND into the three digit 1950 Census Bureau industrial classification system. The 
IND1950 variable is also used to classify workers by 1-digit industry sectors as shown 
in table (1).
For the geographical dimension two variables were used REGION and 
METCCITY. REGION identifies the household’s census region according to the 
1990 census regional classification system as shown in table (2), while METCCITY 
indicates whether households resided within a metropolitan area’s central city, or not 
according to the following coding; (1) Not in SMA, (2) Central city, (3) SMA not 
central city, (4) SMA central city not known, (5) Area type unknown.
Before proceeding to the empirical results of the decomposition of the 
employment share of skilled workers, a description to the time trend of the IPUMS 
data is presented in the four panels of table (3). The employment share of the IPUMS 
data samples is broken by: industrial sector, occupation, census region and 
metropolitan status for the period 1950-1990*“ . Panel (a) shows significant shifts in 
the employment share across industrial sectors over the period 1950-1990. The 
largest decline was in agriculture (from 14.9% in 1950 to 3.5% in 1990) and 
manufacturing (fi"om 26.75% in 1950 to 17.6% in 1990), while the largest increase 
was in services (from 16.2% in 1950 to 32.4% in 1990) and financial services (fi'om
Shares may not add up to 100% due to rounding.
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2.9 in 1950 to 6.2% in 1990) and trade (from 18.3% in 1950 to 22.2% in 1990). 
Panel (b) show the employment share by occupation over the period 1950-1990. Most 
of the occupations witnessed a drop in their share, the sharpest drop was in: farming 
jobs, operatives and crafrsmen. Alternatively, professional and managerial jobs 
increased from 14.9% in 1950 to 29.7% in 1990, clerical jobs increased from 11.1% to 
18.7% while service workers increased from 9.9% to 14.6% for the same period. 
Employment share by region show a decline in most regions except: South Atlantic 
(increased from 14.1% to 18.3%), Pacific (from 9.7% to 14.55%), mountain (from 
3.4% to 5.9%) and West South Central ( from 9.7% to 11.0%). According to panel 
(d), employment share dropped from 43.3% to 28.9% for the areas not in SMA, and 
from 28.9% to 16% for central city areas, over the period 1950-1990. Alternatively 
areas in SMA but not city center increased from 20.5% to 26.8%, and areas in SMA 
with city center unknown increased from 7.2% to 25.1%. The sharp increase in the 
share of SMA with city center unknown will make it difScult to assess whether the 
period from 1980 to 1990 has witnessed a new (declining) trend in the share of SMA 
but not central city areas, or that the decline is due to the sharp increase in the share of 
SMA with unknown city center.
3.4. Sectoral Differences in The Skill Mix;
Most researchers focused on the manufacturing sector, and it appears that most 
studies point to technological change as a plausible explanation for the patterns
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observed in manufacturing Since manufacturing makes up approximately 17% of 
the work force (see table 3 a), this raises a question whether the pattern observed in 
manufacturing is found in other industrial sectors. Table (4) shows the trend of the 
labor share of skilled workers, by industrial sectors, for the three definitions of skill. 
According to the education and HT definitions, all sectors witnessed a positive 
increase in the share of skilled workers, but at different rates. For example, based on 
the education definition (panel a), the share of skilled workers increased by almost 
seven fold in agriculture, from 4.53% to 28.95%, compared with less than twofold in 
services, firom 31.45% to 61.06%. A similar trend is shown in panel (d) of the same 
table, where the wage share of skilled workers (based on the education definition) in 
the total wage bill has increased for all sectors. The occupation definition (panel b) 
does not show the same consistency across all sectors, though most sectors still show 
a positive change in the share of skilled workers. However, the employment share of 
skilled workers (based on the occupation definition) in the agriculture sector decreased 
from 59.49% to 45.07% from 1950 to 1990, trade declined fi'om 57.64% to 44.48%, 
and public administration dropped fi'om 58.17% to 51.07% for the same period.
To examine whether there are any differences in the source of the shift in the 
skill mix between sectors, I apply a decomposition analysis to the change in the share 
of skilled workers across sectors. The decomposition used is similar to the Berman,
"  Autor, Katz and Krueger ( 1997) examined the difTerences between manufactining and non-manut'acturing, 
their decomposition analysis show a difTerent pattern between manufacturing and non-manufacturing sectors.
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Bound and Griliches (1994) method, the results of the decompositions are presented in 
tables (5) through (8). Table (5) includes the decomposition results for the 
employment share of skilled workers for different time intervals based on the 
education definition, while table (6) presents the results of the same exercise for the 
change in the wage share of skilled workers in total wage bill. Tables (7) and (8) show 
the results of the same decomposition based on the occupation and HT definitions of 
skill for two time intervals: 1050/1990 and 1960/1990*^.
According to the education definition for the period 1950-1990 (table 5), 
except for services, all sectors and the all industries decompositions of the employment 
share of skilled workers show that the within industry component is the largest, 
ranging fi’om 79% for the mining sector to 100% for construction and public 
administration. Across all industries the within component is 74% of the total change 
in the employment share of skilled workers over the period 1950-1990*  ^ . However, 
the change in the share of skilled workers in the services sector is almost equally 
divided among the two components. Taking into account the large share of services in 
the work force (around 32% in 1990), this sector has a significant effect on the 
economy as a whole. The remaining columns of table (5) include the decomposition 
results for ten years intervals intended to see whether the short run pattern differs fi'om 
the long run.
Decomposition analysis for différent tim e intervals were also done for the other skill definitions and the 
results are not different from what is reported here.
"  The decomposition o f  the wage share o f  skilled workers in total wage bill shows similar results, where the 
within industries component dominates the change in the wage share o f skilled workers.
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The panels show two main results: First, the between component is 
significantly large in the 1950s and 1960s, and starts to decline in the 1970s and 1980s. 
For example, the results of the decomposition of the change in the employment share 
of skilled workers show that the between industries component for the services sector 
150% in the 1950s, 101% in the 1960s, 23% in the 1970s and 4% in the 1980s. The 
corresponding figures for other industries are: (1) for mining: 69%, 49%, 2% and 0%,
(2) for transportation: 34%, 9%, 8% and 4%, (3) for manufacturing: 27%, 15%, 6% 
and 8%. The between industries component for all industries for the same time 
intervals follow the same pattern, the values are: 70%, 53%, 16% and 9%. Table (6) 
shows a similar pattern when the wage share measure is used: the between industries 
component across all industries declined fi'om 38% in the 1950s down to 16% in the 
1980s. These findings suggest that the change in both the wage and employment 
shares of skilled workers followed different patterns in the 1950s and 1960s compared 
with the 1970s and 1980s. Secondly, most industrial sectors, except services, show 
that the within industries component is consistently larger than the between industries 
component over all time intervals. On the other hand, the between industries effect 
was dominant during the 1950s and 1960s for the services sector (150%, 101% 
according to the employment share measure, and 68%, 62% according to the wage 
share measure). As a result, and due to the large share of the services sector in total 
employment in 1950s and 1960s (16% and 21.5% respectively), the between
industries component dominates the within component for all industries during those
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periods. The between effect is 70% of the total change in the employment share of 
skilled workers in 1950 (53% in I960 as shown in table 5), and 38% of the change in 
the wage share in 1950 (40% in 1960, see table 6).
Autor, Katz and Krueger (1997), AKK hereafter, run a similar decomposition 
for both the wage and employment shares of college graduates (our education 
definition includes people with more than high school) for difierent time intervals. 
Using the employment share, the all industries 1960/1970 decomposition shows that 
the between industries effect represents 72.5% of the total change (compared with 
53% in our case), this is driven by the large between industries component in the non­
manufacturing sector, 79.5% (similar to the services sector effect in our analysis)^^.
The occupation definition is close to the blue/white collar definition used by 
BBG, and I find similar results to their decompositions of the employment share of 
skilled workers in the manufacturing sector. Though I focus on a longer time interval. 
BBG find that the within component for the manu6cturing sector dominates the 
between component for all time intervals (similar to what is presented in table 7). The 
within component accounts for 70% of the total change in the share of skilled workers 
for the period 1979/1987, compared with 72% in our case for the period 1950/1990. 
Moreover, BBG focused on manufacturing only, while we include all industrial 
sectors. Comparing the pattern of the change in the employment share of skilled
The rest o f the time intervals provide similar results in  general, talcing into account the difference in the 
definition of skill between AKK and this study.
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workers across industrial sectors shows a difierent pattern for the services sector. 
While the within component is the largest for all other sectors, the between industries 
component is dominant (accounting for 195% of the total change in the share of 
skilled workers) for the services sector over the period 1950/1990 as shown in table 
(7)^* . The heavy weight of the services sector in the work force affects the all 
industries decomposition which shows that the between industries component makes 
134% of the total change for the period 1950/1990 (63% for 1960/1990).
The mixed trend shown by the occupation definition is possibly due to the 
vague boundaries of skill according to this definition which makes it difScult to 
distinguish the white collar worker fi'om the blue collar for many occupation 
categories. Moreover, the job title, which is the basis o f the occupation definition, 
may require difierent levels of skill in difierent industries. For example, a manager of a 
restaurant or a car shop (who may have high school only) will be considered skilled 
according to the occupation definition, but unskilled according to the education 
definition; while a manager of a computer consulting firm will be considered skilled in 
both definitions. Moreover, the occupation definition assumes that white collar 
workers are more skilled than blue collar workers, which is not necessarily true for 
some white collar jobs, i.e. cleaning personnel** . As a result, the occupation 
definition is not always accurate and can lead to confusing results, therefore, fi'om this
We get similar results for the tim e interval 1960/1990, though the between component drops to 98% of the 
total change for the services sector (see table 7-b).
“  For more details see Channells and Van Reenen ( 1994) and Howel (1995).
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point on, this dissertation will focus on presenting and discussing the results of the 
other two definitions o f skill, but will provide the occupation definition based tables in 
the appendix.
The decomposition results for the high tech (HTi definition show that the 
within industries component dominates the change in the employment share of skilled 
workers for all sectors over the periods 1950/1990 and 1960/1990 as presented in 
table (8). The all industries within component represents 79% and 87% of the total 
aggregate change in the employment share of skilled workers for the two time 
intervals, respectively.
In general, the results of the sectoral decomposition of the change in the share 
of skilled workers show difierences in the patterns explaining the change in the skill 
mix between manufacturing and most of the other sectors in one side, and services in 
the other side. Moreover, the results also indicate significant difierences in the 
patterns of change between the early years (1950s and 1960s) and the recent years 
(1970s onwards).
A possible explanation for the difierence between early and recent years 
patterns of change in the share of skilled workers may be found in the discussion of the 
stages of manufiicturing presented in Goldin and Katz (1996). Manufacturing, 
according to Goldin and Katz, can be envisioned as having two distinct stages: 
machine maintenance and production. Machine maintenance stage includes machine 
installation and maintenance required to ensure that the machine is running, while the
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production stage includes the use of the machine in the production of a certain good. 
Goldin and Katz a i^ e  that capital and skill are always complements in the first stage 
because a high level o f skill will always be required to install machinery and make it 
run, while the production stage usually requires less skilled workers to create the final 
product. Whether the adoption of new technology is skill-biased or not depends “ on 
the degree to which the machine maintenance portion’s demand for skilled labor is 
offset by the production process’s demand for unskilled labor”. This fi'amework is 
used by Goldin and Katz to explain how certain manufacturing processes can be skill- 
biased or unskilled-biased
For example, the shift fi'om the artisan shop to the assembly line was unskilled- 
biased because the number of unskilled workers required in the production stage was 
much larger than the number of skilled workers required for the machine maintenance 
stage. Alternatively, the current shift to batch and continuous process methods is skill- 
biased because it requires more skilled labor in the maintenance stage which leads to a 
relative increase in the demand of skilled workers. For example, when the automobile 
industry used the assembly line production method, the number of workers required to 
work on the production lines (unskilled mainly) were much larger than the number of 
workers required to install those machines, therefore, using this method increased the 
demand for unskilled workers, i.e. technology was unskilled-biased. Afterwards, when
Dorns, Dunne and Troske (1995) argue that the efifect o f  new technologies on the workforce structure depends 
on the type of technology adopted, i.e. adoption o f  factory automation technologies (which is directly used in 
production) is less correlated with skill upgrading than investment in  computers (which is mainly used for 
managerial and clerical purposes).
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the auto industry used automation and robots in production, the new technology 
replaced many unskilled workers, and increased the demand for skilled workers to 
operate and maintain the machines, skill-biased technology.
Goldin and Katz framework can be used to provide a possible explanation for 
the difference between early and recent decomposition patterns during the current 
computer revolution. During the 1950s and 1960s, mainframe computers were used 
by the government and some large corporations to carry out few jobs such as: payroll, 
billings and invoices and other jobs in accounting. During those days, computer 
services were centralized within companies, and their operations, programming and 
maintenance jobs were provided by a small number of computer specialists who took 
care of all computer related services, in other words, computer technology affected the 
maintenance stage only at that time. However, the introduction of personal computers 
in the late 1970s, and the diffusion and wide application o f personal computers in 
education and business during the 1980s and 1990s, extended computer usage from 
the maintenance stage to the production stage. The widespread usage of computers in 
the production stage increased the demand for skilled workers, causing an overall 
upgrade of the skill level within industries.
3.5. Regional Differences in The Skill Mix:
This section examines whether the patterns of the change in the skill mix are 
similar across the regions. There are several reasons why regional patterns may vary:
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(1) Agglomeration economies and the concentration of the high tech industries 
in certain locations, such as: Silicon Valley and Route 128, suggest unequal regional 
skill distribution in the different US regions. Topel (1994) argues that there has been 
some differences in the regional distribution of skill and in wage inequality, with the 
highest increase in wage inequality being in the west region due to the increased 
immigration of low skilled workers. Little and Triest (1996) suggest that geographical 
location makes a difference in the speed of adopting new technology which is caused 
by the differences in the regional distribution of skilled workers. Based on the above, 
the question is whether there are significant regional differences in the distribution of 
skill.
(2) It provides a tighter analysis of the technological change hypothesis. If the 
main driving force behind the increase in the demand for skilled workers is the skill- 
biased technological change, we expect the share of skilled workers to increase within 
all regions. Moreover, we expect the within regions to be the largest component in the 
time region decomposition, and the within region/within industry to be the largest 
component in the combined region-industry decomposition.
Table (9) shows the labor share of skilled workers by census regions according 
to the three definitions of skül. Again, with a few exceptions for the occupation 
definition, the trends indicate a persistent positive change in the share of skilled 
workers in all regions over the period 1950-1990 (we see the same positive trend 
when the wage share is used as shown in panel (d)). Moreover, the rate of change in
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the share of skilled workers has accelerated in the 1970s and 1980s compared with the 
earlier periods, for all three skill definitions. To examine the factors causing the shift 
in the skill mix across the regions, we decompose the change in the share of skilled 
workers into the main regional components; within regions and between regions, as 
follows:
I i
where,
Pn = the share of skill level n in total employment.
Pai = skill level n employment in region i /  total employment in region i.
R( = employment in region i / total employment.
The first part of equation (4) represents the between regions component, i.e.
how much of the change in the share of skilled workers is due to the unequal change in 
the employment share of difierent regions. The second part of the equation represents 
the within regions component showing the efiect of skill upgrade within regions. The 
results of the time-region decompositions are presented in table (10). All panels show 
that the within regions component represents more than 90% of the total change in the 
share of skilled workers for all time intervals, and are consistent for the three 
definitions of skill. I also examined the change in the wage share of skilled workers in
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the total wage bill. The results are quite similar, the within regions component 
dominates the between region component. This results are available upon request.
Industrv-ReeioH Decomposition:
The results of the sectoral decomposition of the change in the employment 
share of skilled workers show that the within industries variation dominates the change 
in the skill mix, suggesting an upgrade of the skill level within industries. These results 
raise a question regarding whether the within industry skill upgrade is accompanied 
with an upgrade of skill within regions or between regions. To investigate the 
combined regional-industrial effect in the distribution of skilled workers, the within 
industries component is decomposed further into within industries/within regions and 
within industries/between regions components**.
The combined industry-region decomposition is based in equation (3);
I t J * y
where,
pQ = the share of skill level n in total employment.
Pnij = skill level n employment in industry i and region j/total
employment in industry i and region j.
Si = employment in industry i/total employment.
To do that, we decompose the all industries change in the share o f skilled woikers, which is the last row of 
tables (5) through (8), into three main components: between industries, within industries-between regions and 
within industries-within regions.
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Tjj = employment in industry i and region j/employment in 
industry i.
Each of the three terms on the right hand side o f the above equation represents 
part of the decomposed change in the employment structure, after adding the region 
dimension. These parts can be interpreted as follows;
(1) The first part is the between industry component of the change in the 
employment share of skilled workers. This implications of this part has been discussed 
earlier in section 3.3.
(2) According to the second part of the equation, within industry/between 
regions component, skill upgrading occurs across all industries, but at difierent 
regional rates. This component represents Topel (1994) story regarding the regional 
difierences in wage inequality. According to Topel, wage inequality is driven by 
technological change at the national level, however, regional difierences in the supply 
of skilled workers makes the magnitude of wage inequality diflfers fi'om one region to 
the other.
(3) The third component represents the within industries/within regions 
component, implying that adopting new technology leads to the upgrade of skill level 
within industries and geographical regions at the same time. If this component is large 
relative to the other component, then this is consistent with the skill-biased 
technological change explanation of the change in the skill mix.
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Table (11) presents the results of the industry-region decomposition for the 
three skill definition, over different time intervals. The first three columns show the 
time interval, the overall change in the share of skilled workers and the between 
industry component (these results has already been discussed earlier as the last row of 
tables S through 8), while the last two columns for each definition represent the within 
industry/between regions and the within industry/within regions components, 
respectively.
The decomposition of the change in the employment share of educated 
wodcers for the period 1950-1990 shows that the within industry/within regions 
component dominates the change in the share o f skilled workers (72%). The ten years 
intervals also show that the within industry-within regions component is significantly 
larger than the within industry-between regions component. The results of the HT 
definition follow the same trend. Alternatively, the results for the occupation 
definition show that the between industries component dominates the change in the 
skill mix (due to the problems associated with this definition as we pointed out earlier). 
Moreover, the between industries components is much larger for the early time 
intervals. However, the combined industry-region decomposition shows that the 
within industries/within regions effect is larger than the within industries/between 
regions effect for the occupation definition. This is similar to the results based on 
other definitions of skill. The results of the decomposition of the change in the wage 
share of skilled workers, presented in last four columns of table (11), show that the
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within industry/within regions component dominates the change in the share of skilled 
workers over the period 1950-1990 (77%), and over all the ten years intervals.
These findings suggest skill upgrading within industries and regions. This is 
interpreted in the literature as supportive of the technical change explanation for the 
change in the skill mix.
3.6. Metropolitan Differences in The Skill Mix:
This section investigates whether the distribution of skilled workers differs 
between the city center and the rural areas. The need for this investigation stems fi'om 
the argument that there are some differences in the rural/urban distribution of income 
that are due to local difference in human capital stock (Renkow (1996). Additionally, 
Chakravorty (1996) studied the determinants of income distribution in US 
metropolitan areas, and his findings suggest that the cause and structure of inequality 
has changed in focus and complexity: fi'om income - industry - race mix to education 
attainment and other social and demographic factors. In order to investigate any 
possible variation in the skill mix driven by metropolitan status, the METCCITY 
variable is used to provide a different geographical dimension according to whether the 
individual lives in: city center, SMA but not the city center, not in the SMA, in the 
SMA but the city center is unknown. Table (12) shows that the share of skilled 
workers has increased for almost all the metropolitan areas under the three definitions
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of skill (also the wage share of skilled workers has increased for all metropolitan areas 
as shown in panel (d)).
A time-metropolitan area decomposition of the change in the share of skilled 
workers into a between/within metropolitan areas components is conducted according 
to equation (4). The between metropolitan areas component shows how much of the 
change in the share of skilled workers is due to the change in the employment share of 
metropolitan areas in total employment. On the other hand, the within metropolitan 
area component shows the part of the change in the skill mix that is caused by the 
upgrade of skill level within metropolitan areas.
The results of the time metropolitan area decompositions are presented in table 
(13). The within metropolitan areas is shown to be the dominant component 
(represents more than 85%) of the total change in the share of skilled workers for the 
period 1950-1990 and most the ten year intervals between them. These results are 
consistent for the three definitions of skill (except for the 1960/1970 under the 
occupation definition). Using the wage share of skilled workers in the total wage bill 
yields the same dominance of the within metropolitan areas component of the change 
in the wage share (98% for the period 1950/1990).
3.7. A Combined Industrv-Region»MetroDolitan Area Decomposition;
To investigate the combined effect of industry-region-metropolitan status on 
the change of the share of skilled workers, a four level decomposition is conducted:
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skill by industry by region by metropolitan status. In essence, the last part of equation
(3) will be decomposed into: Within industries/within regions/within metropolitan 
areas component (WWW hereafter), and within industries/within regions/between 
metropolitan areas component (WWB hereafter) as follows:
t J  Ï J  m  ^  t  j  m
(5)
where,
Pnij = skill level n employment in industry i and region j/total
employment in industry i and region j.
Pnijm = skill level n employment in industry i and region j and
metropolitan area m/total employment in industry i and region 
j and metropolitan area m.
Si = employment in industry i/total employment.
niijai = employment in industry i and region j and metropolitan area
m/employment in industry i and region j. 
fij = employment in industry i and region j/employment in
industry i.
The first part of equation (5) represents WWB and the second part represents 
WWW According to the technological change hypothesis, we expect that the share of 
skilled workers to increase across industries, regions, and metropolitan areas (WWW 
is expected to dominate the change in the share of skilled workers). Alternatively, if 
WWB is the largest component of the change in the share of skilled workers, this
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implies that the change in the employment share across metropolitan has a significant 
role in changing the employment share of skilled workers.
Table (14) presents the results of the decomposition of the employment share 
according to the three different definitions of skill. The findings show that WWW 
dominates the change in the share of skilled workers over the whole period 
(1950/1990) in all cases: 91% and 95% for the education and HT definitions. The 
WWW component represents 92.3% of the variations in the wage share of educated 
workers. However, the trend is not consistent for the ten years intervals where WWB 
is significantly larger in the early periods and declining in the more recent periods. 
WWB decreases fi'om 22% in the 1950s to -3% in 1980s for the education definition, 
and fi-om 52.3% to -22% for the HT definition for the same time intervals. The wage 
share decomposition follows the same pattern, declining fi'om 9.6% in 1950/1960 to - 
1.9% in 1980/1990.
These findings suggest that the change in both the employment and the wage 
shares for skilled workers is caused by within industry/within region/within 
metropolitan areas over the period 1950/1990. These results also suggest that over 
the last forty years there has been an upgrade in the level of skill within industries, 
regions and metropolitan areas.
3.8. Summary;
In this chapter, I have investigated the pattern of the change in both the wage 
and the employment share of skilled workers over the period from 1950 to 1990. The
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data show that there has been an increase in the share of skilled workers over that 
period. To investigate the factors causing the change in the skill mix, I decomposed 
the change in the employment share of skilled workers at the industrial sectors, census 
regions and metropolitan levels. The decomposition results show that the within 
industries component dominates the between industries component. Moreover, the 
within component is also laiger for the regional and metropolitan decompositions. 
These results are consistent with the findings reported by other researchers, suggesting 
that there is an upgrade of the skill level o f workers within industries and regions and 
metropolitan areas. These results are interpreted in the literature to be consistent with 
the skill-biased technological change explanation.
The time-industry decomposition results are generally in line with the findings 
of other researchers showing that the within industries component dominates the 
between industries component for the change in the skill mix. Moreover, the sectoral 
decomposition shows a similar pattern for all sectors except services. However, three 
points are worth highlighting; (1) The between industries component is significantly 
larger in the early periods (1950s and 1960s) than the most recent periods (1970s and 
1980s), implying that the change in both the wage and employment shares of skilled 
workers follow difierent patterns between the early time intervals and the more recent 
ones. (2) The services sector shows a different pattern than all other industrial sectors. 
The between industries component dominates the change in the skill mix for the early 
periods for services. Due to the large share of services in total employment, the all
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industries decomposition for the 1950s and 1960s show a strong between industries 
effect for the whole economy. This result suggest that the change in the skill mix in 
the services sector follows a different pattern than all other sectors. (3) Different 
definitions of skill may yield different results for the decomposition of the change in 
the skill mix, in our case, data measurement problems (discussed earlier) have caused 
the occupation definition to have inconsistent results throughout the analysis.
The time pattern of the decomposition results show that the within industries 
component was stronger in the 1970s and 1980s, causing the vast increase in the 
employment share of skilled workers and wage inequality. This time pattern is 
consistent with the technological change story, especially the personal computer 
revolution starting in the late 1970s. The shift fi~om mainfinmes and the introduction 
of personal computers took computers fi'om the maint^iance stage to the production 
st%e (Goldin and Katz (1996)), creating a widespread use of personal computers in 
most industries and regions in the US. The diftusion o f the computer technology 
increased the demand for skilled workers because of the skill-bias of the computer 
technology and also due to capital-skill complementarity. As a result, both computers 
and skilled workers witnessed an increase in their demand almost around the same 
period of time. This match between the widespread of computers and the increase in 
the employment share of skilled workers is consistent with the skill-biased technical 
change explanation. However, one must be careful in inferring too much from the 
decomposition analysis in regards to technical change. Suffice it to say, the results are
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consistent with a skill-biased technical change story but are certainly inconclusive. In 
chapter 4, I turn to a more direct analysis of the relationship between changes in skill 
and changes in technology.
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Addendum
Case Study; 
A Comparison Between The Skill Mix of Oklahoma And The 
Surrounding States
In this section, I will examine the distribution of the skill mix in Oklahoma and 
compare it with the neighboring states, Texas, Louisiana, Kansas and Arkansas. The 
objective of this comparison is to test whether the pattern of the change in the skill mix 
in Oklahoma is similar to the surrounding states.
Table (15) presents the relative wage of skilled workers in the five states over 
the period 1950/1990 according to the three definitions of skill. The national average 
is also included for comparison purposes. Based on the education definition, four 
states show a similar trend over time, except for Texas which is a little different. In 
Texas the relative wage of skilled workers increased in the 1950s, then fell in the 
1960s and 1970s (because of the increase in the supply of educated workers) and then 
increased again in the 1980s. Texas follows the national trend which is slightly 
different. It shows a positive change in the 1950s and 1960s, a decline in the 1970s 
and an increase in the 1980s. Panels (b) and (c) show that all five states follow the 
national trend according to the occupation and HT definitions. Comparing the relative 
wage of skilled workers in Oklahoma with the national average indicate that
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Oklahoma’s relative wage was higher than average except in 1990 (education 
definition), below the national average for the whole period (occupation definition), 
and above the national average for ail years (HT definition).
Moreover, the employment share of skilled workers, in all five states, show a 
positive trend for the period 1950-1990 under both the education and HT definitions 
(similar to the national trend), while the occupation definition shows mixed trends, due 
possibly to the measurement problems discussed earlier. Panel (d) shows that the 
wage share of skilled workers has increased throughout the period fi'om 1950 to 1990 
for all five states and the national average. In general, the historical trend of both the 
relative wage and the employment share of skilled workers does not show any 
significant differences in the pattern followed by the five states, which is also 
consistent with the national averages.
Analysis of Variance:
ANOVA is usually used to compare the means of a continuous dependent variable 
across certain categories, or groups, o f one or more independent variable. These 
categories divide the observations into mutually exclusive groups. A difference among 
group means indicates a relationship between the categorical variables defining the 
groups and the dependent variable. For example, the first row of table (17) represents 
a one way ANOVA because we have only one independent variable, while the seventh 
row is a three way ANOVA, the latter can be interpreted as follow:
- The model used to estimate the change in the share of skilled workers (ALS),
the dependent variable, assumes that it is a function of: state, time and industry
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mix (the first column of the table includes the dependent variable, while the 
second includes the independent variables).
- The third column represents the categorical groups that we are testing 
whether there is a difference among their means, i.e. in this case, we are 
testing whether there is a significant difference among the mean change in the 
share of skilled workers between: states, time and industry.
- The F-Value is the ratio produced by dividing the mean square of the estimate 
by the mean square of error, it tests the null hypothesis that all group means are 
equal. The (Pr > F) column represents the lowest significance level required to 
reject the null hypothesis. The last column states the result and conclusion of 
the ANOVA test to whether there is a significant difference among the means 
of the corresponding group.
The main findings of the ANOVA test are shown in table (17), and can be 
summarized as follows:
(1) There is a significant difference in the share of skilled workers between the five 
states'^, on the other hand, the state variable appears to make no significant difference 
in all the other dependent variables, i.e. relative wage, the change in relative wage and 
the change in the share of skilled workers.
(2) There is a significant difference in all four dependent variables across time, 
implying that: the share of skilled workers, the relative w%e, the change in relative 
wage and the change in the share of skilled workers vary fi'om one year to another.
(3) Industry mix has no significant effect on the change of relative wage or the change 
in the share of skilled workers.
In this regression, the intercept represented Texas, both Louisiana and Adtansas have a negative coefGcient, 
implying that the employment share for these states is significantly less than in Texas. On the other hand, 
both Oklahoma and Kansas have a positive coefficient, for Oklahoma the coefficient is 0.02.
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These finding suggest that there are no significant differences between the five 
states in the change of relative wage and the change in the share of skilled workers.
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T ab led )
Industrial Sectors
Sector Industries Included
Agriculture, Forestry and Fishing Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries.
Mining Metal, coal and nonmetalUc mining. Crude 
petroleum and natural gas.
Construction Construction.
Manufacturing All Durable and non durable goods.
Transportation, Communication and 
Other Utilities
Railroads, Tirucking, Telephone, electricity and all 
utility and sanitary services.
Wholesale and Retail Trade Ail whole sale and retail trade including cars, 
apparel, petroleum, chemical, food and machinerv.
Finance, Insurance and Real Estate Banking, investment brokerage, insurance and 
real estate.
Services Business and repair, entertainment and 
recreational, personal and professional services.
Public Administration Postal services. Federal and state and local public 
offices.
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Table (2)
1990 Census Regional and Divisional Classification
Region Name States Region Number
North East Region:
- New E ngland  Division -Connecticut. M aine. M ass.. New -R eg io n  1.
- Middle A tlantic Div.
Hampshire. Rhode IslaiuL Vermont 
-  N ew  Jersey. New York, Pennsyl. - Region 2.
Midwest Region:
-East N orth Central - Illinois. Indiana. M ichigan. Ohio. -  Region 3.
Div Wisconsin.
- West N orth  Central -  Iowa. Kansas. M innesota. Missouri. - Region 4.
Div. Nebraska. North D akota. South Dakota.
South Region:
- South A tlan tic  Div. - D elaware. D C.. F lorida, Georgia. - Region 5.
- East South Central
M aryland. North C arolina. South Carolina. 
V irg in ia  West V irg in ia  
-  Alabama. Kentucky, Mississippi, - Region 6.
Div. Tennessee.
- West South  Central - Arkansas. L o u is ian a  Oklahom a /  Indian - Region 7.
Div. Territory. Texas.
West Region:
- M ountain Div. -  A rizo n a  Colorado, Idaho, M ontana - Region 8.
- Pacific Div.
N ev ad a  New M exico. 
U tah, I^Voming - Region 9.
-  A lask a  C aliforn ia Hawaii. O reg o a  
Washington.
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Em ploym ent S hare By T he Industrial S ec to r (% )
Table (3a)
Sector 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990
A griculture 14.9 7.2 4.2 3.3 3.5
M ining 1.8 I.O 0.7 1.0 0.8
C onstruction 6.5 6.1) 5.6 6.2 6.5
M anufacturing 26.7 27.1 24.7 21.8 17.6
T ransportation 7.7 6.6 6.0 5.8 5.6
T rade 18.3 20.4 21.5 21.6 22.2
Financial Serv ices 2.9 4.4 4.9 5.6 6.2
Services 16.2 22.5 27.1 28.9 32.4
Public A dm inistration 5.0 4.8 5.2 5.8 5.2
Total Sam ple Em ploym ent 687335 860606 1070884 1265752 1461370
Source: Author s tabulation o f IPUMS data files.
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Employment Share By The Occupation (%)
Table (3b)
Occupation 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990
Professional 7.1 10.5 13.9 15.8 18.2
Farm Owners & Managers 7.9 3.5 1.7 1.3 1.2
Managers 7.8 7.2 6.6 9.2 11.5
Clerical 11.1 17.2 19.2 19.5 18.7
Sales 6.6 8.2 7.7 6.8 6.6
Craftsmen 14 8 12.2 11.9 11.4 10.8
Operatives 21.2 19.3 17.7 15.2 12.4
Service Workers 9.9 13.4 14,5 14.6 14.6
Farm Laborers 6.3 3.1 1.8 1.2 1.0
Laborers 7.2 5.4 5.0 5.0 5.0
Total Sample Employment 689006 854963 1070884 1265752 1478439
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Employment Share By The Region (%)
Table (3c)
Region 1950 I960 1970 1980 1990
(I) New E ngland 6.2 6.0 6.0 5.1 5.6
(2) M iddle A tlan tic 20.0 19.5 18.1 16.3 15.3
(3) East N orth  C en tra l 20.0 19.9 19.2 18.1 16.5
(4) West N orth  C en tra l 9.3 8.8 8.3 7,5 7.1
(5) South A tlan tic 14.1 14.0 15.1 16.7 18.3
(6) East South  C en tra l 7.6 6.2 6 1 6.2 5.8
(7) West South  C en tra l 9.7 9.2 9 6 10 5 ll.o
(8) M ountain 3.4 3.7 4 0 5.1 5.9
(9) Pacific 9.7 12.7 13.6 14.5 14.5
Total S am ple Em ploym ent 461130 579212 744429 917557 10X7311
Source: Auilior s inbulntion o f IPUMS d.'iia files.
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Employment Share By The Metropolitan Status (%)
Table (3d)
Metropolitan Status 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990
(1) Not in SMA. 43.3 26.0 25.1 26.4 28.9
(2) Central city of SMA. 28.9 30.5 29.3 25.5 16.0
(3) SMA, not central city. 20.5 25.7 30.4 35.3 26.8
(4) SMA, central city not 
known.
7.2 2.6 1.9 12.8 25.1
(5) Area type unknown. 0.1 15.2 13.3 0 3.2
Total Sample Employment 461130 579212 744429 942214 1105583
Source: Author’s tabulation of IPUMS data files.
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Table (4)
The Labor Sbaie of Skilled Workers by Industrial Sectors 
(1950-1990)
(a) Education Definition
Year Agri. Mining Cons. Manuf Transp. Trade Fin.
Serv.
Servi
ces
Public
Ad
1950 4.53 8.9 8.79 9.83 9.75 14.3 27.43 31.45 22.46
1960 5.79 13.37 10.17 13.01 12.61 13.83 28.94 33.76 26.99
1970 9.56 18.87 13.57 16.67 18.27 17.73 34.2 39.8 29.6
1980 19.98 28.71 22.83 25.26 30.04 26.94 47.04 50.33 45.08
1990 28.95 38.69 33.38 38.52 45.4 39.33 64.76 61.06 62.24
(b) Occupation Definition
Year Agri. Mining Cons. Manuf Transp. Trade Fin.
Serv.
Servi
ces
Public
Ad
1950 59.49 21.06 16.87 23.28 25.23 57.64 54.43 46.92 58.17
1960 50.37 27.55 19.31 24.46 26.08 52.74 52.2 43.06 41.23
1970 44.97 31.78 20.21 25.05 26.85 46.64 53.5 45.7 44.11
1980 47.11 35.49 23.26 30.29 30.98 45.37 61.39 50.69 46.74
1990 45.07 39.54 26.65 36.46 32.91 44.48 67.31 53.23 51.07
(c) HT Definition
Year Agri. Mining Cons. Manuf Thmsp. Tirade Fin.
Serv.
Servi
ces
Public
Ad
1950 0.16 2.39 2.52 2.04 2.25 0.32 0.61 1.86 1.87
1960 0.22 4.15 2.28 3.39 2.62 0.23 0.27 2.23 3.59
1970 0.58 5.79 2.21 4.73 3.22 0.32 0.93 2.82 4.96
1980 2.05 9.52 3.39 6.81 5.93 0.6 2.4 7.17 9.34
1990 2.62 10.85 3.93 8.83 7.7 1.13 4.09 7.99 9.68
The Wage Share of Skilled Workers by Industrial Sectors 
(1950-1990) (%)
(d) Education Definition
Year Agri. Mining Cons. Manuf Trausp. Tirade Fin.
Serv.
Servi
ces
Public
Ad
1950 8.53 11.51 10.95 13.8 12.1 18.63 33 41.47 29
1960 11.91 19.82 13.53 21.25 15.98 22.42 40.59 51.83 32.17
1970 17.78 26.54 17.26 26.65 22.1 27.59 48.68 57.97 37.46
1980 30.11 34.91 28.48 35.88 35 38.91 60.43 66.84 55.4
1990 41.37 49.19 43.34 53.21 54.49 54.95 77.35 78.08 71.61
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Titnc-Scclor Decomposition Anaiysis for The Employment Share of Skilled W orkers (Education Def.)
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Tlmc-Scclor Dccoutpositlon Analysis for The Wage Share of Shilled W orkers (Education Def.)
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Table (7)
Time-Sector Decomposition Analysis for The Employment Share of
Skilled Workers 
(Occupation Definition)
Industry
195(V1960 1960/1990
Between Ind. Within Ind. Between Ind. Within Ind.
AcricnHnic -0.1442 •0.00883 -0.13537 -0.05298 -0.004674 -0.04831
% 6% 94% 9% 91%
M U nc 0.18476 0.06617 0.11859 0.11986 0.029471 0.09039
% 36% 64% 25% 75%
ConsinictkMi 0.09779 0 0.09779 0.07335 0 0.07335
% 0% 100% 0% 100%
Mmmfsetuitmg 0.13177 0.03731 0.09446 0.12002 0.021713 0.09831
V. 28% 72% 18% 82%
TramportaUon 0.0768 -0.01937 0.09617 0.06828 -0.020047 0.08833
% -25% 125% -29% 129%
Trade -0.13162 -0.01201 -0.11961 -0.08266 -0.018098 -0.06456
% 9% 91% 22% 78%
Financial
Services
0.12882 -0.00205 0.13087 0.15109 0.004269 0.14682
% -2% 102% 3% 97%
Services 0.06317 0.12327 -0.0601 0.10172 0.099337 0.00238
% 195% -95% 98% 2%
PnhUc
Adndnlrtradon
-0.07106 0.00769 -0.07875 0.09839 0.019058 0.07933
% -11% 111% 19% 81%
AH Industries .043258 0.0606371 -0.015379 .0763529 0.0482952 0.0280577
% 134% -34% 63% 37%
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Table (8)
Time-Sector Decomposition Analysis for The Employment Share of
Skilled Workers 
(High Tech Definition)
Industry
19S0/196O 1960/1990
Between Ind. Whhtnlnd.
1 *
Between Ind. Wîthin Ind.
Afrkukure 0.024651 0.002818 0.021833 0.024033 0.002359 0.021674
V» 11% 89% 10% 90%
MiniBf 0.084648 0.024907 0.059741 0.067011 0.011584 0.055428
% 29% 71% 17% 83%
Cowtniettoii 0.014032 0 0.014032 0.016436 0 0.016436
y. 0% 100% 0% 100%
Maaubctnring 0.067954 0.013462 0.054492 0.054938 0.0068 0.048139
% 20% 80% 12% 88%
TranipoRatioB 0.054542 0.009911 0.044631 0.050788 0.001427 0.049361
% 18% 82% 3% 97%
Trade 0.008161 0.000664 0.007498 0.009022 0.000978 0.008044
y. 8% 92% 11% 89%
FtaaacW
Service*
0.034754 -0.000871 0.035625 0.038172 -0.001413 0.039585
y. -3% 103% -4% 104%
Services 0.061284 0.022658 0.038626 0.057519 0.015727 0.041792
% 37% 63% 27% 73%
Public
Adndnfatratian
0.078033 ■0.007032 0.085065 0.060871 0.003689 0.057182
y. -9% 109% 6% 94%
AU M ustek* 0.045198 0.0094508 0.0357467 0.039706 0.0053187 0.0343867
y. 21% 79% 13% 87%
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Table (9>
The Employment Share of Sidlled Workers by Census Regions 
(1950-1990)
(a) Education Definition
Year Rcgionl RcgH»2 Regkm3 Regk>n4 Regions Regiom6 Rcgkm? ReghmS Regkm9
1950 15.27 14.41 14.82 15.59 13.68 10.25 15.11 20.85 21.4
1960 19.47 18.16 17.37 18.44 16.77 13.59 18.36 22.61 23.92
1970 25.91 23.58 22.6 24.46 22.87 19.5 23.82 29.36 31.59
1980 38.66 35.12 32.08 33.72 33.16 28.73 34.11 40.02 43.45
1990 52.91 47.68 45.97 46.62 47 40.93 46.87 63.95 56.11
(b) Occupation Definition
Year Region 1 Région! Regions Rcglon4 Regions Region6 Region? Regions Region9
1950 37.92 37.43 38.54 48.27 40.26 43.16 45.1 45.62 45
1960 36.47 37.28 36.84 43.62 36.71 36.53 38.79 41.05 39.92
1970 38.59 38.52 36.36 41.23 37.91 35.65 38.79 41.04 40.86
1980 44.42 42.85 39.9 43.73 41.69 38.56 42.77 44.4 45.08
1990 49.96 47.05 43.36 45.69 46.81 41.08 45.48 47.1 48.55
(c) HT Definition
Year Regionl Region! Regions Region4 Regions Region6 Region? Regions Regions
1950 1.66 1.77 1.47 1.15 1.17 0.83 1.29 1.37 1.92
1960 2.31 2.22 1.91 1.47 1.6 1.32 1.79 2.25 2.86
1970 3.22 2.83 2.5 2.11 2.61 1.95 2.45 2.97 3.46
1980 6.11 5.05 4.69 4.15 5.02 4.05 5.16 5.8 6.15
1990 7.61 6.15 5.46 4.89 6.49 4.75 5.79 6.47 7.35
The Wage Share of Skilled Workers by Census Regions 
(1950 1990) t*/.
(d) Education Definition
Year Regionl Region! Region! Region4 Regions Region6 Region Regions Region)
1950 18.92 18.28 18.26 21.02 21.21 16.93 22.88 26.32 25.1
1960 27.27 26.34 24.17 26.94 27.51 22.8 29.07 31.16 32.15
1970 35.91 33.95 30.94 34.56 34.49 29.78 35.68 39.71 42.38
1980 50.16 46.27 41.36 43.97 45.28 39.24 46.17 50.29 54.8
1990 66.8 62.78 59.25 60.38 62.58 55.2 63.4 67.46 70.78
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T ible (10)
Tlme-Rcglon Decomposition Analysis for The Share of Skilled Workers 
(Nine Census Regions)
Year
Employment Share Wage Share
EducaHon DennlUon Occupation Ue llnltlon lll(h  Tech Définition EducaUon Definition
^ t \ * p  1 '  "
Between Within Between Within Between
^ p ^ ' i
Within Between Within
I990-19S0 Ü.33473 0.006316 0.32842 0.050369 0.0039166 0.046432 0.04713 0.000690 0.04644 0.43449 0.0078737 0.42661
% 2% 981& 8% 92% 1% 99% 2% 98%
1990-1960 0.30203 0.003757 0.29827 0.080411 0.001411 0.079 0.041746 0.000564 0.04118 0.36516 0.0053588 0.3396
1% 99% 2% 98% 1% 9994 2% 98%
1990-1980 0.13406 0.001893 0.13216 0.03803 0.0010735 0.036956 0.010553 0.000403 0.01015 0.1725 0.0036853 0.16881
% 1% 99% 3% 97% 4% 96% 2% 98%
1990-1970 0.10662 0.000383 0.10604 0.038915 0.0002287 0.038686 0.024173 0.000116 0.02406 0.11397 0.0012246 0.11273
•/• I?!, 99®6 1% 9950 0% 100% 1% 99%
1970-1960 0.06135 0.001643 0.059709 0.003466 0.0002482 0.003218 0.007020 0.000110 0.00691 0.07870 0.0015131 0.077184
•/• 3% 97Î4 7% 9354 2% 9894 2% 98%
1960-1950 0.03270 0.001888 0.030814 -0.030042 0.0008867 -0.030929 0.005384 0.000160 0.00522 0.06932 0.0017634 0.067559
% 6% 94% -3% 103% 394 97% 3% 97%
Note: W/B means within industries bet^veen regions, and W/W means within industries within regions.
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Table (11)
lndustrv-Rc(>ion Dccom|)usi({on Analysis for The Share of Skilled W orkers
(Nine Census Regions)
\ ’c a r
E m ploym ent Share W age Share
Kdurtilinn Drflnltlon Occupullim tlrnnldun nigh Tech Ucflnldon fCdiicofhiit Urflftlrluii
LÛK'P,
(lcl»c<n U'/B
^ n s
uvw ül'IHlVIl
2 ? n /7 j
UV(I
2 ^ 0  
w w
*/? ^ • / 7
Bi'iiiivii
I S r . p }  
W U
2 % c i
W W
^p.
Bcovvcn
H k n s
W/H
S y j o  
\v w
1990-1950 0.33)04 0.08833 0.00594 0.23863 0.04357 0 06117 0.000968 -001654 0.03745 000985 -0.000013 0.02858 0.43349 0.09631 0.00634 0.3308339
V. 27% 1% 72% 134% 24. -364b 26». -14. 764b 224. I 'b 77»,
1990 I960 0.30083 0.06264 0.00322 0.23484 0.07671 0.04831 0.000873 0.027133 0.03286 0.00304 -0.000291 0.02817 0.36516 007156 000360 0.2900044
V. 21% 1% 78% 63% 1% 33% 13% -|4b 864b 20». 1». 79».
I990-I9R0 U.t3795 0.01231 0.00139 0.11888 0.03449 0.00997 0.000375 0.023768 0.00601 -0.00154 0.000006 0.00738 0.17203 0.02879 0.00199 01412699
V. 94b t% 89% 29% 24b 69% -26*. 0% 126 '. 17». 1% 82».
I9H0I970 0.10690 0.01671 0.00076 0.08926 0.03913 001377 0.000260 0023063 0.02138 0.00428 0.000012 0.01708 0.11449 0.0142: 0 00096 0.0993169
y . 16% 1% 84% 404. 1% 594b 204. 04. 804. 124. I 'b 87».
1970-1960 0.061 003277 0.00130 0.02703 0.00307 0.02163 -0.000087 -0.01843 0.00346 0.00112 -0.000211 0 00458 0.07863 0.03158 0.00104 0.0460031
V. 34% 2% 44% 704% -34b -6004b 204 b -4». 844 b 404. I 'b 59%
1960-1950 0.03219 0.02330 0.00206 0 .0 0 6 9 1 -0.03 M 0.00320 0.000100 ■0.03626 000439 0.00243 0.000263 0 00191 0.06832 0.03138 0.00261 0.039323
% 72% 6% 21% -17% 1% 116% 53% 6*b 42'b 46» « 44. 584,
Note: W/B means within industries between regions, and WAV means within industries within regions.
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Table (12)
The Emphymemt Share of Skilled Workers By MetropoUtan Status (%)
(a) Education Definition
Yew Not ki SMA CCMy SMAnotC-C SMAC.C. Unhaoim
1950 12.46 16.89 18.16 14.71
1960 15.23 19.43 21.92 223
1970 20.04 25.59 27J4 26.87
1980 27.04 38.44 38.57 3434
1990 37.94 51.88 54.64 5039
(b) Occupation Definition
Yew Not in SMA CCUy SMA mot C C SMAC.C. UnlaiimH
1950 44.44 3734 42.06 3838
1960 36.93 35.26 41.23 39.2
1970 35.98 3638 41.8 3932
1980 38.47 40.93 45.98 4136
1990 39.76 44.83 51.47 47.07
(c) HT Definition
Yew Not Im SMA C d ty SMA mot C C SMACCUnkmawm
1950 0.81 1.67 2.4 1.4
1960 138 1.9 3.01 1.91
1970 1.84 2.54 3.63 2.6
1980 3.33 5.29 6.2 4.98
1990 3.72 632 7.71 6.76
The Wage Share of Skilled Workers By Metropolitan Status (%)
(d) Education Definition
Yew Nota, SMA C C l^ SMA not C C SMACCUnkmonrn
1950 17.89 20 2334 18.63
1960 22.49 26.14 31.28 30.44
1970 2831 34.64 38.45 37.29
1980 34.86 48.79 50.42 4339
1990 48.77 6738 6935 64.03
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Table (13)
Time-Region DeccmposRIon Analysis for The Share of Skilled Workers 
(Metropolitan Status)
Year
Employment Share Wage Share
Education Dcllnillon Occupation Definition High Tech Definition Education Definition
Between Within Between Within
/ " " 
Between
Ap?,.;
Within Between Within
1990-1950 0.33474 0.010809 0.32393 0.030064 0.00767 0.042394 0.046933 0.0033 0.04366 0.43439 0.0078683 0.42672
% 3% 97% 13% 8336 736 93% 2% 98%
1990-1960 0.29708 0.005651 0.29143 0.084032 0.0077778 0.076274 0.040604 0.000918 0.03968 0.36286 0.0036432 0.33721
% m 98% 936 9136 2% 9836 236 9836
1990-1980 0.13505 -0.007301 0.14235 0.038279 -0.0032977 0.041576 0.010426 -0.001329 0.01176 0.17403 -0.0073366 0.18137
% ■i% 105% •9% 109% -1336 11336 -4% 104%
1980-1970 0.10431 0.000934 0.10338 0.039934 0.0026934 0.037241 0.02347 0.000179 0.02329 0.11226 0.0010377 0.11122
% t% 99% 7% 93% 1% 9936 1% 99%
1970-1960 0.05772 0.002962 0.034736 0.003839 0.0030699 0.002769 0.006709 0.000916 0.00379 0.07637 0.003496 0.07307
•/. 5% 93% 33% 4736 14% 86% 3% 93%
196O-19S0 0.03766 0.005646 0.032013 -0.033988 0.0009484 -0.034936 0.006351 0.001657 0.00469 0.07173 0.0036343 0.0661
% 15% 851i -3% 103% 26% 74% 8% 92%
Note: W/B means within industries between regions, and W/W means within industries within regions.
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Table (14)
Industo'-ReKion-Metropolitan Decomposition of The Share of Skilled Workers* (%)
Year
Employment Share Wage Share
Education Def. 
Between Within
Occupation Def. 
Between Within
HT Def. 
Between Within
Education Def. 
Between Within
1950-1990
%
0.0072899 0.218 0.0073((( -0.027(07 0.00(088 0.0(8872 0.0(2536 0.30523
3% 91?b •35”b (29“b 58 b 95"b 3.88b 92.38b
1960-1990
%
0.00.1645.1 0.2(841 0.0064008 0.020495 0.000(34 0.02(2 0.00806(6 0.27(86
1.6"b 93" t 24" b 758b 0.58b 99.58b 2.88b 93.78b
1980-1990
%
-0.00.17.167 0.(1657 •0.0006873 0.02343 ( -0.00(007( 0.0056757 -0.0027092 0.(3958
-3”i 98" b -3"b 98.6"b -22" b (228b (.9% 98.88 b
1970-1980
%
0.0015206 0.083.154 0.00.16(69 0.0(8554 0.0002664 0.0(3848 0.0032908 0.092935
2"b 93.3"b (6"b 80.58b 2"b 98"b 3.38b 93.68b
1960-1970
%
0.0018664 0.02.1085 0.00(6737 -0.0(9833 0.0003864 0.00327 0.004(672 0.040083
6.8" 0 85.4"b -9<!b (07.68b (0.68b 898 b 9.(8b 87.(8b
1950-1960
%
0.00191 0.00586 0.0005056 -0.039609 0.0004822 0.0004(57 0.0037569 0.034434
22"i 68% -t.4% (0(.28b 52.38b 45.2% 9.684 87.684
* This table decomposes the last column o f table ( II ) . i.e. tlie within industry-within region component into a within metropolitan-between metropolitan components. 
The total o f the two components do not always sum up to 100% because alter adding the variable METCCITY, we dropped all observations that do not have this 
variable, this resulted in a smaller number o f  observ ations compared with the sample used in table (II).
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Table ( I S )
Comparing The Relative Wage for Oklahoma With The 
Summnding States
(a) Education Definition
Year All States Arkansas Kansas Louisiana Oklahoma Texas
19S0 1.425 2.046 1.469 1.829 1.611 1.551
1960 1.591 1.97 1.671 1.871 1.751 1.775
1970 1.625 1.786 1.589 1.719 1.712 1.781
1980 1.585 1.615 1.539 1.521 1.669 1.68
1990 1.863 1.665 1.629 1.812 1.785 2.037
(b) Occupation Definition
Year All States Arkansas Kansas Louisiana Oklahoma Texas
19S0 1.147 0.877 0.939 1.119 1.072 1.229
1960 1.575 1.507 1.368 1.748 1.532 1.653
1970 1.779 1.699 1.662 1.828 1.784 1.859
1980 1.702 1.583 1.539 1.705 1.692 1.75
1990 2.013 1.761 1.765 2.03 1.933 2.163
(c) HT Definition
Year All States Arkansas Kansas Louisiana Oklahoma Texas
19S0 1.996 2.1 1.68 2.49 2.28 2.13
1960 2.321 3.05 2.59 2.83 2.74 2.62
1970 2.151 2.15 2.33 2.45 2.53 2.52
1980 1.847 1.59 1.77 1.81 1.88 1.92
1990 1.883 1.64 1.88 1.89 1.94 2.1
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Table (16)
Comparing The Employment Share of Skilled Workers for Oklahoma
With The Summnding States
(a) Education Definition
(•/.)
Year All States Arkansas Kansas Louisiana Oklahoma Texas
1950 14.03 8.51 18.57 12.48 18.35 16.48
1960 18.54 12.65 21.04 15.81 20.83 19.65
1970 24.10 17.46 27.03 22.27 25.5 24.87
1980 34.33 25.95 36.91 30.72 35.53 35.84
1990 47.04 35.48 49.69 42.32 47.28 49.06
(h) Occupation Definition
Year All States Arkansas Kansas Louisiana Oklahoma Texas
1950 41.75 49.06 50.51 40.54 49.01 44.54
1960 38.06 35.48 45.96 35.3 42.32 39.67
1970 38.54 34.82 42.66 36.95 40.29 39.58
1980 42.27 38.11 45.1 40.69 43.47 43.81
1990 45.49 39.12 46.34 44.11 44.56 46.65
(c) HT Definition
Year All States Arkansas Kansas Louisiana Oklahoma Texas
1950 1.34 0.45 1.24 1.3 1.55 1.41
1960 2.17 0.9 1.89 1.9 1.72 1.94
1970 3.78 1.23 2.01 2.12 2.32 2.78
1980 5.0 3.06 4.7 4.9 4.99 5.56
1990 5.35 3.64 4.89 4.99 4.96 6.36
Comparing The Wage Share of Skilled Workers For Oklahoma
With The Summnding States
(d) Education Definition
Year All States Arkansas Kansas Looiaiana Oklahoma Texas
1950 20.05 15.985 25.098 20.689 26.585 23.431
1960 26.99 22.195 30.812 25.999 31.534 30.262
1970 34.57 27.416 37.05 32.994 36.946 37.095
1980 46.22 36.139 47.374 40.275 47.911 48.415
1990 63.44 47.798 61.679 57.067 61.558 66.245
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Analysis of The Variance
Table (17)
Dependent Variable Independent
Variables
Comparing
Groups
F Value Pr>F Significant 
at a=5%
Labor Share (LS) State State 31.6 0.0001 Yes
Reiat WaeefRW) State State 0.61 0.6521 No
RW State. Year. State 0.57 0.6828 No
Year 5.1 0.0004 Yes
RW State*Year State*Year 4.31 0.0001 Yes
LS State. Year State 40.47 0.0001 Yes
Year 407.86 0.0001 Yes
LS State*Year State*Year 75.74 0.0001 Yes
ALS State State 0.19 0.9432 No
ALS State. Year. State 0.09 0.9865 No
Year 499.92 0.0001 Yes
ALS State*Year State*Year 80.12 0.0001 Yes
ALS State. Year. State 0 10 0.9818 No
Industry Year 496.72 0.0001 Yes
Industry 1.07 0.2586 No
ARW State State 0.13 0.9733 No
ARW State. Year. State 0.13 0.972 No
Year 4.16 0.0157 Yes
ARW State*Year State*Year 2.01 0.0138 Yes
ARW State, Year, State 0.18 0.9507 No
Industry Year 3.58 0.0278 Yes
Industry 0.45 1.0 No
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Chapter Four;
The Role of Capital Intensity and Technology Usage in Skill Upgrading 
4.1. Overview:
In the previous chapter, decomposition analysis was used to measure the 
within/between industry contributions to the change in the employment share of 
skilled workers. Furthermore, the combined industry/region/metropolitan status 
decomposition was also conducted to measure how much of the skill upgrade is due 
to within industry/within region/within metropolitan areas (WWW) and how much is 
due to an industry employment share changes (WWB). The results of the above 
decompositions suggest that most of the skill upgrade is due to WWW component, 
which is consistent with the skill-biased technological change explanation.
It is well known that changes in the production techniques may affect the 
productivity of workers of different skill levels in each of the jobs in the economy. 
Biased technological changes are usually classified in terms of which skill level 
becomes more productive in which jobs as a result of using a particular technology. 
Johnson (1997) distinguish between four types of biased technology. First, intensive 
skill-biased technological change where skilled workers become more productive in 
jobs they already perform. Second, extensive skill-biased technological change where 
skilled workers become more efficient in jobs that were formerly done by unskilled 
workers. Third, skill-neutral technological change where the productivity of all
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groups of workers increase by the same amount. Last, unskilled-biased technological 
change where the introduction of new technology increase the productivity of 
unskilled workers in jobs that had previously used higher level of skill.
Out of the four types of biased technology, the extensive skill-biased 
technological change is more consistent with the observed increase in the relative 
wage and employment share of skilled workers. For example, the introduction of 
robotics technology substituted unskilled assembly line workers with workers of 
higher skills like engineers and computer specialists. The higher demand for engineers 
will increase their wages, while the lower demand for unskilled workers will decrease 
their wages. As a result, both the share and the relative wage of skilled workers wiU 
increase.
In this chapter, I examine the correlation between the change in the wage 
(employment) share of skilled workers and different proxies of technological change 
using the linear regression model. The chapter is oiganized as follows: the first 
section includes the theoretical model. Section 2 describes the dataset used to 
examine the correlation between capital deepening and the change in the wage share 
of skilled workers, it also presents the empirical findings. The following two sections 
are structured as section 2, using different datasets. Section 3 uses measures of 
advanced manuActuring technology, while section 4 includes information regarding 
the entry-exit of manufacturing plants. The final section summarizes the main findings 
and conclusions of this chapter.
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4.2» Theoretical Model:
To analyze the effect of technology on employment structure, we use a simple 
labor demand model, similar to the one used by Katsoulacos (1986). The main 
assumption are;
(1) Production depends on two inputs o f labor: skilled and unskilled, denoted 
S&U respectively (ignoring capital for now).
(2) Input prices, W„ and W ,, are determined exogenously outside the model, 
which is the case under perfect competition.
(3) The quantity of input i (i=S,U) required to produce one unit of output is 
denoted 8j, and determined by the level o f input prices and technology used in 
production, i.e. a,- = f  (W„ W ,^ t).
(4) (-)  denotes proportional rate of change, i.e. dlnf(x).
(5) Unit cost (c)= f  (W„ t) = W,* a, + W„ • a«
Assuming the production function follows constant returns to scale, then;
a, = 6c/6W, = S/Y (6)
where Y is total output, and similarly,
a. = 0c/SW^ = U/Y (7)
Obviously, a^  is homogeneous of degree zero in W, and W, implying that if 
output and factor inputs doubled factor shares (a j will stay the same. To derive the
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relationship between the change in factor input shares and technology, we need to 
totally differentiate equation (6);
da, = (ô"c/ÔW/)dW, + (Ô V5W,SWJdW„ + (Ô VSW,5t)dt (8)
Since a, is homogeneous of degree zero, using Euler's theorem;
5 V5W," = -(WyWJ«(SVSW,SWJ (9)
Plug equation (9) in equation (8):
à=-(l/aJ«(c/c)«(ôVôW,ÔWJ«[(ôc/5WJ/(Ôc/ÔWJ]*W„*[(dW,AV,)- 
(dWyWJ]+(l/a,)»[Ô(ôc/ÔWJ/5t]«dt (10)
To solve for the above equation, we need three additional definitions:
1- The elasticity of substitution between skilled and unskilled workers (o,J, a 
measure of the ease with which skilled and unskilled workers can be 
substituted for one another, in response to changes in factor prices is defined 
as follows:
a„=  c(ôV5W,ÔWJ/[(Ôc/ÔWJ.(5c/ÔWJ] (11)
2- The share of skilled and unskilled workers in total cost, are defined 
separately as
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9„ = (5c/5WJ«(W„/c)= (3..WJ/C (12)
8 ,=  1 - 8 .  (13)
3- Define 6 ,  as the proportionate reduction in the unit input (a j due to 
technological progress at constant factor prices, and is defined as;
6 , = -( l/a.)#(6a./5t)#dt (14)
To arrange equation (10) using the above definitions, we need to plug equations (11), 
(12) and (14) into equation (10) which reduces to:
a u = o « » 8 , ( ^ . - ^ u ) - (15)
The significance of equation (15) is that it decomposes the total change in the 
unit input demand into: The substitution effect and the technological effect. The 
interpretation of equation (15) can be summarized as follows:
• The total change in the unit input demand can be separated into the 
substitution effect between skilled and unskilled workers (represented by the 
first term in equation (15)), and the effect of the technological process 
(represented by the last term in the equation).
• The substitution effect is positively related to the elasticity of substitution 
between skilled and unskilled workers, the share of skilled workers in total 
employment, and the proportionate change in the relative wage of skilled
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workers. Any increase in these three parameters (assuming the level of 
technology is constant) will lead to an increase in the unskilled labor 
requirements to produce one unit of output, due to the substitution effect 
between the two types of labor.
• The second term in equation (15) shows the proportionate reduction in the 
unit input demand due to technological change, assuming that factor prices are 
unchanged.
The change in the unit input requirements can be calculated using equations
(6) and (7), yielding the following;
a j = iS - Y  (16)
and,
S , =  U . Y  (17)
Combining the above two equations provide the proportionate change in the unit 
input mix requirements:
Plug the values of o , and a  ^using equation (15):
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« . -  «  u =  -< ^ M  W', - w  J -  6  , -  o„9,( W ^ . w j  +  b^
= O j ^ u -  ^ J + ( * u -  ^ ,)
Define 3 as the effect of technical progress on the firm’s desired unskilled/skilled ratio 
(3 = ^ u -  ^Jthen:
^ u “  3 (18)
In this model, 3 represents the Hicksian index for the bias of technological
change. It measures the proportionate change in the unskilled/skilled ratio
attributable to technical change at constant factor prices. Technical change is said to
be unskilled labor saving, neutral or skilled labor saving when 3 is positive, zero or
negative, respectively. According to this model, two factors will determine the size of
the change in the input mix requirements to produce one unit of output when
technology is introduced; the substitution effect between different types of labor and
the technology effect.
To trace the factors affecting the share of each input in total employment, we
need to proceed with our analysis as follows:
• Denote the average product of skilled labor as q = y/s (the inverse of a j ,  
fi"om equation (16) we have:
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y = s .  à.
•  Plug the value of from equation (10), and let = Q^ b „ + 0^6 ^ , and
rearrange:
V =Q, S  + 0 „ c 7 + f  
Therefore, the change in skilled labor productivity is:
g = 0 „ ( ^ - 5 ) + f  (19)
In perfect competition, the proportionate change in cost will equal the 
proportionate change in prices = P).  Totally differentiate the unit cost equation 
(c=w,a, + w„aj, then divide by c, and using the definitions of input shares (equations 
12 & 13) we get:
As a result.
r  is the Hicksian measure of the extent o f technological progress, it captures the extent o f the reduction in 
the amoimt o f each input required to produce one unit o f ouqnit, and the consequent effect on the input 
shares.
9 5
p = W ^  = { w . w ^ ^ + T  (20)
The intuition of the last equation is that the proportionate change in the real 
wage of skilled workers ( ^  s) is a function of their relative wages and the technology 
parameter. The first part of the equation indicates that the proportionate change in 
the real wage of skilled workers is positively related with both the proportionate 
change in the relative wage of skilled workers and the share of unskilled workers in 
total employment (assuming the level o f technology is constant). The second part of 
equation (20) shows that the proportionate change in the real wage of skilled workers 
depends on the technology effect on the factor input shares. Technological change is 
said to be skill-biased, neutral or skilled labor saving if the coefficient is positive, zero 
or negative, respectively.
Wages and productivity of skilled workers will grow at the same rate unless 
the share of skilled workers changes. In other words, if wages grow more than 
productivity, the firm will cut the employment of skilled workers to the point where 
the growth of both wages and productivity reach equality.
Subtracting equation (19) from equation (20) and plugging the value o î { U - S )  fi-om 
equation (18), we get;
? =  0 ,= 8 .[(1  - c ) ( ^ . - ^ u ) - P ]  (21)
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Equation (21) implies that the proportionate change in the share of skilled 
workers in total wage bill (or total employment) can be separated into two effects; (a) 
The substitution effect represented by the first term in equation (21) shows that the 
direction of this effect (whether a decrease or an increase) depends on: the 
proportionate change in the relative wage of skilled workers, and the elasticity of 
substitution, (b) Technological bias measured by p (since P is a function of 
technological progress). If technology is unskilled labor saving. I.e. P >0, then 
technological bias will reduce the share of unskilled workers.
In empirical analysis, researchers often estimate a share equation model that is 
derived from applying Shephard’s lemma to a translog cost function. To keep the 
model simple, we assume that total cost o f producing a certain level of output 
requires a capital stock K, technology level T, and the wages of the two types of labor 
(skilled and unskilled). Therefore, the cost function can be written as follows:
C = f(W.,W „,K,T) (22)
The cost function (C) is assumed to be approximated by the translog function. 
Define a row vector Z=(K,L}, as a result, equation (22) can be written as follows:
In C = Yo + YiInW.+ YzlnW. + 1/2 [Yn(lnW.)^ + Yi2(lnW.XlnW„) + YaOnWu)^
+ Sj=l [YjZj + y,j(lnW.)(Zj)+Y2j(lnW„)(Zj)] (23)
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Shephard’s lemma implies the following condition for cost minimization;
51nC/51nWi=Si (24)
where Si is the wage share of the ith labor type in the total wage bill, differentiating 
equation (23) with respect to InW,, taking the first difference yields the following 
equation for the change in the wage share of skilled workers^^ :
ASri = Yo+ Yu ln(W,i/WJ+ Yit AlnTi + Yik AlnKj + (25)
where,
AS,j : the change in the wage (employment) share in total employment of type 
s workers in industry i, the skill type is defined by either education, experience 
or occupation cells.
: average wage for type s worker in industry L 
Wni : average wage for type u worker in industry i.
Tj : technology intensity in industry i.
Kj : capital stock in industry i.
For more details, see Brendt (1991), chapter 9, and also Bartel and Lichtenberg (1987).
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In this specification, Yu wiU be positive or negative according to whether the 
elasticity of substitution between type s and type u workers is below or above i. YiT 
captures the technology intensity effect on the share of type s workers in total 
employment. Technological change will be cost neutral if Yit= 0, otherwise, it wül be 
biased towards using (or saving) type s workers if yu > 0 (y,T < 0). Theory predicts 
the share of skilled workers to be increasing in T ;, and the share of unskilled workers 
to be decreasing in that variable. As a result, the signs of y,T depends on whether s 
belongs to skilled workers or not. Capital-skill complementarity implies that yi^ > 0.
Equation (25) can be related to the labor demand model through equation 
(18). According to equation (18), the proportionate change in the relative share of 
skilled workers is a fimction of their relative wage and a technology parameter. The 
share model (equation 25) regresses the same independent variables on the change in 
the wage (employment )share of skilled workers. Though the two equations use the 
same measure (the change in the wage share of skilled workers), equation (18) divides 
that measure by the change in the wage share of unskilled workers, while equation 
(25) divides the same measure by the total wage bill.
Berman, Bound and Griliches (1994), point out that relative wages in equation
(25) can not be treated as exogenous because the dependent variable measures the 
changes in the skilled workers share in the wage bill and relative wages represent the 
price of skiU. Therefore, BBG believe their estimates will suffer from a version of 
“division bias”. Moreover, they assume that the price of skill does not vary across
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industries, implying that AIn(W,; /Wm) will be constant, therefore they ignored relative 
wages in their regression since it will only affect the intercept. As a result, BBG’s 
regressions include proxies o f technology as the only independent variables^ .
In this study, equation (25) will give the general fiamework of the regression 
analysis. Dummy variables representing different time intervals, geographical regions 
and industrial sectors will be added in order to test whether there are any significant 
effects driven by regional or sectoral differences. The decomposition part of this 
dissertation indicates: (1) Significant differences between the manufacturing (and 
almost all sectors) and the services sector, (2) Different pattern in the between early 
and recent time intervals, and (3) There are no significant differences in the 
distribution of skill across regions.
Four different data sets, in addition to the IPUMS, are used to carry on the 
regression analysis: The Sur\'ey of Manufacturer Technology (SMT), The Bureau of 
Economic Analysis (BEA) wealth dataset. The Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) 
domestic industry output data, and The Census of Manufactures (CM) entry and exit 
data set. These data sets will be described in the remainder of this section, along with 
the empirical findings of the regression analysis.
°  Autor, Katz and Knieger ( 1997), among many others, followed the same practice and used different proxies 
of technology as their independent variables.
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4.3. Caoital-Skill Coroplcmenterity and Capital Deepening:
The first set of analysis will focus on examining capital-skill complementarity. 
Capital-skill complementarity means that skilled workers are more complementary 
with new capital stock than unskilled workers. As a result, a plant which is more 
capital intensive is expected to have a higher share of skilled workers. Empirical 
findings, in general, support the notion of capital-skill complementarity. Bartel and 
Lichtenberg (1987) find that the age of capital stock (as a proxy of technology), is 
positively related to the share of educated workers. Berman, Bound and Griliches 
(1994) also find that skill upgrading is positively correlated with the rate of growth of 
capital/output ratio.
(I) The BEA Wealth Dataset:
The BEA dataset provides annual estimates from 1947 to 1994 of the gross 
and net stocks, capital input, depreciation, and discards for fixed nonresidential 
private capital owned by each two digit establishment based on 1987 SIC industry 
classification. Two alternative valuation methods are provided; constant cost 
(millions of 1987 dollars) and current cost values, moreover, capital stock estimates 
are available by asset’s type.
I use the BEA dataset measures for net capital stock at constant 1987 dollars, 
and detailed industry capital stock and investment in specific categories such as ofBce 
computing and machinery. These variables are available by the National Income and
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Product Account (NIPA) industrial categories (which is based on the 1987 SIC). To 
reduce measurement error, all capital stock and investment variables are constructed 
as 5-years centered average^ .
To match the BEA dataset with the IPUMS, we created an industry 
concordance between NIPA and IPUMS industrial classifications which is given in 
table (18). The merged BEA/IPUMS dataset, has 54 industries (based on NIPA 
industrial categories) for four years covering the period fi-om 1960 to 1990. 
Moreover, the new dataset provides measures of the share of skilled workers in the 
wage bill along with detailed capital stock information for the period from 1960 to 
1990. However, to make fiill use of the new dataset, we need additional information 
regarding industry output.
The real industry output variable is available fi-om the Historical Data Series 
published by the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) which contains estimates o f the 
domestic industry output (valued in millions of constant 1987 dollars) for three-digit 
SIC industries. The BLS real output dataset is merged with the BEA/IPUMS 
according to the industry concordance in table (18). The resulting dataset, BEA 
hereafter, will provide information about the distribution of skill among all industries, 
detailed capital stock investment, and real output.
The BEA dataset allow us to examine whether the distribution of skilled 
workers vary across différent industrial sectors. Three variables are constructed fi-om
^  In constnicting the capital stock data, we use procedures similar to Autor, Katz and Krueger ( 1997).
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the BEA dataset: (1) The changes in the log of real net capital stock per unit of 
output (Alog k/y), which proxy technology as it measures capital deepening. (2) 
Changes in the log of real output (Alog y), which comes from applying Shephard’s 
lemma as shown in the modeling section. The output variable controls for movement 
across the isoquants. (3) Changes in the log of real net stock of ofiBce, computing 
and accounting machinery capital per unit of real capital stock (Alog c/k). This 
variable provides another proxy for technology and measures the change in the 
composition of capital stock, i.e. the upgrade of capital quality. Trends of the log 
growth rates of the three proxies o f technology are included in table (19). The rate of 
growth of the capital/output ratio increased slightly from the 1960s to the 1970s, then 
dropped sharply in the 1980s^^. On the other hand, the growth rate of both computer 
stock/output and computer stock/capital show a significant increase over time, 
implying that computer stock could be associated with the upgrade of skills in the 
1980s.
In their regression analysis, Autor, Katz and Krueger (1997) use the log of the 
lagged computer stock/labor ratio as one of their independent variables (to proxy 
technology), while the dependent variable is the growth rate of the share of college 
graduate. They assume that increasing the computer stock/labor ratio at the 
beginning of the decade will cause a shift in the skill mix during that decade. The 
lagged effect is the main weakness in AKK analysis. When a company invests in
"  Autor, Katz and Krueger (  1997) noted a  similar trend, though they used capital/labor ratio.
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computer stock at the beginning o f 1997, they will usually hire people to operate and 
maintain the machines as soon as possible which will affect the share of skilled 
workers in that company. Assuming that all firms will behave in the same way 
(otherwise there will be no point in buying the new computers), we expect the growth 
rate of computer stock to change simultaneously with the growth rate of the share of 
skilled workers as implied by equations (21) and (25). As a result, we use the growth 
rate of both: capital stock/output (Alog k/y), and computer stock/capital (Alog c/k) 
as independent variables to be consistent with equations (21) and (25)^.
The basic regression I run is an extension of equation (25) and given by the 
following equation:
AS,; = Yo+2r PrDu +2j pj Dzj + Yik Alog k/y + Yit Alog c/k + Yiy Alog y + e„-
(26)
According to the above model, the change in the employment (wage) share of 
skilled workers is regressed on variables representing:
• Time and industrial sectors dummies to capture any dififerences in the
distribution of skill across different time intervals and industrial sectors.
• The change in the log of capital/output ratio to capture the effect of capital-
skill complementarity (capital deepening) on the distribution of the skill mix.
^  We ran a similar regression to AKK using the log of the lagged computer stock/ouq)ut (we also did the same 
using computer stock/capital), the coefEcients of both computer stock variables were negative, and we were 
unable to get the positive sign that AKK report
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• The change in the log of output, this will capture the output size effect on 
the change in the wage share of skilled workers.
• The change in the log of the share of computer stock in total capital stock, 
this variable will capture the quality of capital effect on the distribution of 
skilled workers.
(2) Empirical Findings:
Table (20) presents the results of running three regression models based on 
equation (26) for the three definitions of skill. Model 1 includes time dummies and 
Alog c/k, model 2 adds the change in log output variable to the first model, while the 
last model adds the (Alog k/y) variable. The industrial sector dummies show no 
significant effect on the chaise of both the wage share and the employment share of 
skilled workers under all three models and for all three definitions of skill.
According to the occupation definition, only time dummies have a significant 
effect on the wage (and employment) share of white collar occupations. The 
estimated coefficients for the time dummies illustrate an increase in the within- 
industry growth of the wage share of white collar workers in the 1970s and 1980s. 
All three capital stock variables have an insignificant effect on the skill mix, and 
introducing these variables to the model does not improve the explanatory power of 
the model. These results are similar to the findings reported by Doms, Duime and 
Troske (1997), using data fi’om the manufacturing sector.
The results of the HT regressions show similar results regarding the 
significance of the time dummies, additionally, out of the other three variables, the
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change in the log output is the only variable with significant coefficient. The positive 
sign for the change in log y suggests that increasing the scale of production is 
associated with a higher level of wages for skilled workers. Including Alog y 
increased R-squared significantly from .045 to .1346 (in panel a), and from .0986 to 
.1945 (in panel b). Panel (a) illustrates a positive relation between Alog y and the 
wage share of HT workers, the value of the coefficient is 0.0429 for the second model 
(a little less for the last model). To evaluate the magnitude of the change in log y, the 
predicted value of the dependent variable is calculated using one standard deviation 
below and one standard deviation above the average value of the Alog y. One 
standard deviation below the mean of the Alog y yields a predicted value of 0.003 for 
the change in the wage share of HT skilled workers, while the predicted value of the 
dependent variable reaches 0.0223 when the one standard deviation above the mean is 
used. The difference between the two predicted values is 0.0196 which is almost 
equal to the mean value of the dependent variable, indicating that the estimated effect 
is relatively large in terms of magnitude
The education definition regressions show some differences in the results 
depending on which dependent variable is used. When the wage share of educated 
workers is used (see panel a), Alog c/k is the only variable with a significant 
coefficient at the 5% level. Model I indicate that the time pattern is similar to the
“  Panel (b) indicates similar results when the change in the employment share of HT workers is used as the 
dependent variable.
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other two definitions of skill, showing an acceleration in the change of the wage share 
of educated workers in the 1970s and 1980s. The computer investment variable has a 
positive correlation with the change in the wage share of educated workers, the value 
of the coefficient is 0.01536. Evaluating the magnitude of the estimate on the mean 
shows that computer investment causes 12% of the change in the wage share of 
educated workers between 1960 and 1990^  ^ . Additionally, evaluating the predicted 
value using the one standard deviation above and below the mean of Alog c/k shows a 
difiference o f0.035 in the predicted value of the change in the wage share of educated 
workers. These results suggest that computer investment has a significant effect in 
terms of magnitude of the change in skill. The impact of computer investment 
increases slightly when we add both Alog y and Alog k/y (which have no significant 
effect on the dependent variable). The explanatory power of the model increases 
fi'om 0.6036 in model 1 to 0.613 in model 2. The positive coefficient of the change in 
the log capital/ output ratio in model 3 (though insignificant) is consistent with the 
overall capital-skill complementarity.
Panel (b) presents the results of the regression analysis when the change in the 
employment share of educated workers is used as the dependent variable. As 
mentioned earlier, the education definition results are different fi-om panel (a). Model 
1 shows that Alog c/k variable is statistically significant with a parameter value of
^  To evaluate the parameter at the mean, I multiply the estimated coefficient (0.0IS36) by the mean of the 
variable over the period under study (0.76624), then I divide the product by the mean of the dependent 
variable (0.0985).
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0.0125, which also have a significant magnitude. Model 2 indicates that adding the 
change in log y (which has insignificant parameter) increase the R-squared slightly 
from 0.6362 to 0.6415. A further addition of the Alog k/y in model 3 increases R- 
squared to 0.6711, and shows that all three variables are statistically significant at the 
5% level. All three coefficients have positive signs as predicted by the theory. The 
positive sign in front of Alog k/y represents the positive correlation between 
increasing capital deepening (based on capital-skill complementarity) and the change 
in the skill mix. The positive coefficient for Alog c/k represents the positive 
correlation between computer use (high tech capital stock) and the change in the 
employment share of skilled workers. Evaluating the two proxies of technology at 
the value of their mean shows that Alog k/y is responsible for around 6.8% of the 
change in the skill mix between 1960 and 1990, while Alog c/k is responsible for 
12.7%. These figures imply that Alog c/k has a stronger effect on the change in the 
employment share of skilled workers than non computer capital.
The above results are similar to the findings reported by AKK (1997). First, 
there is a positive relation between all capital stock measures and the change in the 
wage (employment) share o f skilled workers. Second, computer capital in particular 
has a strong positive relation with the change in the wage share of educated workers. 
This positive impact is not substantially affected when other capital measures are 
added to the regression (in fact none of the other measures have a significant 
coefficient as shown in panel a). Though AKK used the lagged computer capital
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while I use the growth of computer capital, both results indicate that the magnitude of 
the computer capital coefBcient is much larger than other capital variables. This 
implies that computer capital has a stronger impact on the changes in workforce skills 
than the general capital-skill complementarity.
4.4. Advanced Manufacturing Technology;
(1) The SMT:
While computer investment represents one type of technological 
improvement, there are quite a number of other types of technologies that may be 
linked to skill upgrading. For example, the introduction of robots, as a different type 
of advanced technology, has increased the demand for skilled workers. In this 
section, I examine more closely the relationship between advanced manufacturing 
technologies and the change in workforce structure.
The 1988 Survey of Manufacture Technology (SMT) is a sample survey of 
manu&cturing establishments with 20 or more employees selected to represent the 
manufacturing firms classified in Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) major 
groups 34 - 38. The industries covered in the sample are; Fabricated metal products 
(SIC 34), non-electrical machinery (SIC 35), electric and electronic equipment (SIC 
36), transportation equipment (SIC 37), and instruments and related products (SIC 
38). These groups accounted for 43% of employees and value added in US 
manufficturing as reported by the 1987 Census of Manu&cture . The survey includes
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questions about a plant’s usage of seventeen technologies during the year 1987, 
therefore, the SMT provides information regarding the technology used by 
manufacttuws at the plant level. The seventeen technologies were chosen from the 
following five technology areas: Design and engineering, fabrication machinery and 
assembly, automated material handling, automated sensor-based inspection, and 
communication and control. Table (21) provides information regarding the usage of 
the seventeen technologies in the nuqor industry groups. Each row represents the 
percentage of firms in each 2 digit industry that is using each technology. The most 
heavily used technologies are: Computer aided design, numerically controlled 
machines, programmable controllers and computers used on the factory floor. 
Moreover, the SMT also includes information about the regional distribution of the 
plants, i.e. the nine Census regions^.
Dunne and Schmitz (1995) use SMT information on technology to construct a 
measure of technology usage intensity, based on the assumption that the plant that 
employs more technologies is considered more technologically advanced. Moreover, 
Dunne and Schmitz constructed a technology scale at the three-digit SIC level for 
manufacturing industries included in the survey.
In this dissertation, I will use the technology measure constructed by Dunne 
and Schmitz along with other regional and industrial variables available from the 
SMT. Dunne and Schmitz (1995) constructed a technology use measure based on the
For more details see Manufacturing Technology 1988, and Dunne (1991).
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assumption that the plant which employ more technologies is more technology 
intensive than the one who uses less number of technologies. As a result, the number 
of technologies used in each plant is aggregated in order to construct a technology 
index at the three-digit SIC industry /nine census regions cells. In the aggregation 
process, the contribution of each plant was adjusted using both the employment and 
the SMT weights. As a result, we are able to construct technology use measures 
representing the following combination: three-digit SIC industry by nine census 
regions. The first data set used in this analysis, will be called SMT/IPUMS, and is 
obtained by matching the SMT and the IPUMS by both industry and region cells. 
Matching the two data sets will provide information about the change in the skill mix, 
geographical region, industry (though we will be limited to few manufacturing 
Industries), and a direct measure for technology intensity. The significance of having 
this data set is that it will allow us to add the regional variable to test the significance 
of technology usage effect on changing the skill mix, and also to test whether there 
are important differences in the change in skill across regions.
To match the SMT data with the IPUMS, we created an industry concordance 
between the four-digit SIC industrial categories (used in SMT) and the 1950 Census 
Bureau Occupational and Industrial Classification system used in the IPUMS. Table 
(22) includes the concordance between the three-digit SIC codes for manufacturing 
and IPUMS industrial classification, afterwards, to match the SMT with IPUMS we 
need to aggregate the three-digit SIC codes to the two-digit industry level.
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The SMT/IPUMS dataset provides information on the share of skilled 
workers in the wage bill by industry and region for the period from 1950 to 1990 
matched to the 1988 technology data. For each year, the new dataset has 126 cells 
according to the combination of the 14 IPUMS industries and the 9 census regions. 
The number of aggregate cells reduces to 113 after dropping missing values.
The basic regression I am using in this section is an extension of equation (25) 
as follows;
A S,i = Yo+ 2 r  P r D u  + £ j  Pj D zj 4- Yit T + e,; (27)
According to the above model, the change in the wage share of skilled 
workers is regressed on variables representing:
• Regional and two-digit SIC industrial dummies to capture any difterences 
in the distribution of skill across different regions and industrial sectors.
• I do not include any time dummies since the SMT is a cross-section dataset 
available for 1988 only.
• The advanced technology measure.
2^) Empirical Findings:
The combined SMT/IPUMS dataset provides measures on the change of skill 
mix, technology intensity and regional distribution for SIC manufacturing groups 34- 
38. These variables allow us to test how technology usage affects the distribution of
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skill in certain manuâcturing industries in different regions. Two measures of skill are 
used in this regressions: education and high tech (HT) definitions. For each 
definition, the change in the wage share of skilled workers is regressed on: technology 
usage in the first model, regional dummies are added to the second model and two- 
digit SIC industry dummies are included in the last model. The change in the share of 
skilled workers is measured over three different time intervals: 1960/1990, 1970/1990 
and 1980/1990. All variables are weighted by the average (beginning and end of each 
time Interval) o f the wage share of skilled workers in region j and industry i in the 
total wage bill. The mean of our technology usage variable is 6.217.
The two panels of table (23) present the results fi’om estimating equation (27) 
for the two definitions of skill over three time intervals. All regressions show that 
technology usage is positively related to the change in the share of skilled workers in 
the wage bill, and all models also indicate that the technology variable has a stronger 
effect with longer time intervals, i.e. the technology parameter under the education 
definition for model 1 is 0.01189 for 1960/1990 period, 0.009 for 1970/1990 and 
0.0028 for 1980/1990^ as shown in panel (a). In addition, there are two points to 
highlight in the two panels of table (23) regarding the effect of technology use. First 
evaluating the technology parameter at the mean for the first model shows that 
technology usage explains about 29% of the change in the educated workers share in 
total wage bill between 1960/1990 (24% for 1970/1990 and 12% for 1980/1990 as
^  The HT definition shows the same trend.
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shown in panel (a)). Moreover, evaluating the predicted value of the dependent 
variable at one standard deviation above and below the mean, yields the following 
two predicted values: 0.0401 and 0.1077. The difference between the two predicted 
values is 0.0676, which is around 27% of the change in skill mix. Panel (b) shows 
similar results for the technology variable for the first model for all time intervals^”.
Second, all regressions indicate that adding both the two-digit and the region 
dummies increase the explanatory power of the model, consequently, the R-squared 
for model 3 is higher than model 2 which is, in turn, higher than model 1. This trend 
is consistent over all time intervals and for the two definitions of skill. Although most 
of the region and industry dummies have insignificant parameters, the null hypothesis 
of no industry effect is rejected for both the education and the HT definitions of skill 
(at S% level of significance). The F-test values for the education definition are: 4.32 
for 1960/1990 period, 6.58 for 1970/1990 and 6.18 for 1980/1990, the corresponding 
values for the HT definition are: 2.60, 4.66 and 3.51 for the three time intervals.
The hypothesis of no regional effect is rejected only for the education 
definition of skill at the 5% level of significance. The F-test values for the education 
definition are: 2.86 for 1960/1990, and 2.10 for 1970/1990 and 3.03 for 1980/1990, 
and for the HT definition: 1.45, 1.39 and 0.93 for the three time intervals. According 
to the education definition (panel (a)), all region dummies parameters are significant 
over the period 1960/1990, almost none for 1970/1990 and two for 1980/1990.
’ This argument is valid for the other two models and for all time intervals under the H I definition.
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These findings suggest that regional dififerences in the distribution of skill have a 
larger effect over longer time intervals. Additionally, the 1980/1990 regression 
indicates that the west north central and the west south central regions have weaker 
effect (compared with other regions) on the change of educated workers share in the 
wage bill . Along the same lines, non-electrical machinery has a weaker effect 
(compared to other industries) on the change in the wage share of educated workers.
In summary, the SMT cross-sectional regressions results are consistent with 
the findings of other researchers^^, and suggest that the intensity of technology usage 
is positively related to the change in the wage share of skilled workers. The 
magnitude of the effect of technology on the skill mix is strong, it accounts for about 
29% of the change in the wage share of educated workers. The HT definition of skill 
shows similar results with a strong magnitude for the technology coefficient. Adding 
the region and industry dummies increase the explanatory power of the model, though 
most of the industry and region dummies have insignificant coefficients. However, 
the F-test results rejects the null hypothesis of no industry effect for both the 
education and HT definitions. However, region dummies indicate a significant region 
effect according to the HT definition only. Moreover, the regional difference indicate 
a weaker effect for the west central states while the industry difference is due to the 
weaker effect in the non-electrical machinery industry.
The high tech (H I)  definition of skill shows no significant differences in the distribution of scientists and 
engineers and other h i ^ y  skilled workers across regions for all three different time intervals (see panel b).
Such as BBG (1994), AKK (1997) and Dunne and Schmitz (1995).
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4.5. Entrv«EHt of Manufacturing Plants;
There are two possible mechanisms to describe the way in which technology is 
introduced into workplaces: First, the existing plants retool and technology upgrade 
their technologies, and second, through the entry-exit of plants. According to the first 
mechanism, when managers realize the economic potential of using updated 
technology, they introduce them to their plants. If the new technology is skill-biased, 
then the internal upgrade of technology increases the demand for skilled workers. 
Alternatively, the second mechanism involves the entry-exit of plants, assuming that 
new plants (entrants) usually adopt the latest technology, while old plants with 
outdated technologies are induced to exit (Bernard and Jensen (1997)). If technology 
is skill-biased, we expect to see a positive correlation between the firm formation and 
the increase in the wage (and employment) share of skilled workers.
Dunne, Haltiwanger and Troske (1996) measure the contribution of entry and 
exit of plants through the decomposition of the annual changes of nonproduction 
labor share over the period 1972-88. Their findings show that the overall 
contribution of net entry at the annual fi^uency is small, however, in the longer time 
intervals, the entry and exit of plants play a substantial role. Two important points 
should be highlighted in their findings regarding the long run contribution of net entry 
to the change in the skill mix. First, the nonproduction share of entering plants is (on 
average) larger than those of exiting plants, implying that the net entry has a positive 
contribution to the change in the nonproduction labor share. Second, the
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nonproduction share of entering plants is smaller than those of existing plants, 
implying that the net entry is not the primary way in which new technology is 
introduced into the economy.
Based on the above, I will examine the significance and magnitude of the 
correlation between net entry and the wage (employment) share of skilled workers, 
using different definitions of skill. Moreover, the dataset provides information 
regarding the regional and three-digit manufacturing industry distribution of the entry- 
exit plants. The industrial and regional variables provide an opportunity to examine 
whether there are any industrial or regional differences affecting the correlation 
between net entry and the change of the skill mix.
(Ü Entrv-Exit Dataset:
The entry-exit data set is constructed from Census of Manufactures data that 
provides coverage of plants responsible for producing all output in four-digit 
manufacturing industries. In constructing the entry-exit data, Durme, Roberts and 
Samuelson (1988) identified the entering and exiting firms in each industry for each 
census year from 1963 to 1982 (six census years: 1963, 1967, 1972, 1977 and 1982). 
Afterwards, data for the census years 1987 and 1992 were added to the dataset. As a 
result, the available data set include the number of entering, exiting and continue 
plants in each three-digit SIC manufacturing industries for each state^^.
”  For more details about the structure and methodology used see Dunne, Roberts and Samuelson (1988) and 
(1989).
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In order to match the entry-exit data with the IPUMS, we need to make few 
adjustments. First, the five year interval for each census has been extended to ten 
years through aggregating each two consecutive census years, as a result, we end up 
with the following intervals; 1963-1972, 1973-1982 and 1983-1992. This step is 
necessary to match these intervals with the IPUMS intervals: 1960-1970, 1970-1980 
and 1980-1990. Second, state variable is aggregated to the nine census regions 
levels. Third, two variables are created for each industry/region cell for each time 
interval: the growth rate of the number of firms between the beginning and end of 
each interval (growth hereafter), and the firms turnover in each time interval. For 
each time interval, the average number of firms is calculated using the total number of 
firms at the beginning and the end of each interval. Consequently, the new variables 
are calculated as follows:
- Growth = ( # of entering firms - # of exiting firms) / average # of firms.
- Turnover = (# of entering firms + # of exiting firms) / average # of firms.
Fourth, the IPUMS industry classification codes are matched with three-digit SIC 
classification for the manufacturing sector through the concordance in table (22). The 
resulting dataset fi*om matching the entry-exit data with the IPUMS has 1403 cells 
representing the combination of 52 manufacturing industries (according to the 
IPUMS codes), three time intervals and nine census regions.
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The basic regression I am using in this section is an extension of equation (25) 
and is given as follows:
ASn = Yo+ S t  3 t D u + S r  3 r  D ir +2j Pj Dzj + Growth + yi^ Turnover + G,;
(28)
According to the above model, the change in the wage share of skilled 
workers is regressed on variables representing:
• Regional and time and two-digit SIC industrial dummies to capture any
differences in the distribution of skill across different time intervals, regions
and industrial sectors.
• The two entry-exit measures, growth and turnover.
(2) Empirical Findings:
The two panels of table (24) present the results of the four models used in 
examining the correlation between entry-exit measures and the change in the wage of 
skilled workers. Two definitions of skill are used: the education and the high tech 
(HT) definitions. Model 1 includes the time dummies only to examine the time 
pattern of the change in the wage share of skilled workers. In model 2 ,1 add the two 
entry-exit variables: growth and turnover, while model 3 adds a two-digit SIC 
industry dummies and the last model includes a regional dummies. The sample means
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for the dependent variable, growth and turnover variables are: 0.13128, 0.03537 and 
0.7421, respectively.
According to the education definition, model 1 shows the within industries 
skill upgrading over the different time periods, with the largest effect between the 
years 1980/1990. The explanatory power of the first model is relatively high (R- 
squared is 0.7215) suggesting that significant differences in the distribution of skill 
over time. Model 2 shows that the growth variable is insignificant, and turnover to be 
negatively related with the change in the wage share of educated workers. Evaluating 
the magnitude of the estimated parameter of turnover at the value of the mean shows 
that a 9% decline in the wage share of educated workers is caused by the turnover 
variable^"*. The explanatory power of model 2 shows a slight increase compared with 
model 1. The R-squared is 0.726. Different industries have different efiects on the 
wage share of educated workers. A comparison between the estimated coefficients 
shows that apparel, fiimhure and rubber products have the largest coefficients, as 
shown in panel (a) of table (24). Adding the industry dummies to the model 
increased the negative effect of the variable turnover fi-om -0.0167 in model 2 to - 
0.0836 in model 3, and increased the R-squared for the third model to 0.7586. Model 
4 suggests that the region dummies have no significant effect on the change of the 
wage share of educated workers.
^  bi fact all the estimated models, under both the education and HT definitions) suggest a negative relation 
between the change in the skill mix and turnover, moreover, all regressions (except model 4 in panel (b)) 
show the growth variable is insignificant.
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Testing the null hypothesis of no industry efiea is rejected at the 5% level for 
both the education and the HT definitions of skill. The F-test value for the education 
definition is 8.80 and for the HT definition is equal to 16.10. Alternatively, both the t- 
test and F-test show that the regional dummies have insignificant effect on the change 
of the skill mix according to the education definition.
The results of the regressions using the HT definition indicate two main 
differences fi'om the education definition. First, most of the industry dummies have 
insignificant coefScients, including apparel, furniture and rubber products. Industries 
with significant coefBcient under the HT definition include petroleum, fabricated steel, 
electrical equipment and professional equipment. These results indicate that changes 
in skill differ from one industry to another. For example, apparel, furniture and rubber 
industries may require a larger share of educated workers, while petroleum, electrical 
and professional equipment industries require a larger share of engineers.
Second, the region dummies have significant parameters, and including them 
increased R-squared fi'om 0.4675 in model 3 to 0.4833 in model 4. Moreover, the F- 
test of the null hypothesis of no regional effect is rejected (the F-test value is 5.10) 
implying that region dummies affect the distribution of high tech workers. The 
coefScients of the regional dummies show that the mountain and pacific regions have 
the largest effect (compared with other regions) on the change in the wage share of 
high tech workers.
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To sum up the results of estimating equation (28) using the Entry dataset, the 
growth rate of net entry has no significant effect on the wage share of skilled workers, 
while turnover seems to have a negative effect. A possible explanation for the 
negative relation between turnover and the change in the skill mix is based on the fact 
that a higher turnover reflects severe competition in the industry (or market). As a 
result of the risky business, entrants may reduce their establishment cost in order to 
reduce their business risk. The lower establishment cost negatively affect the level of 
technology used by new entrants.
The estimated industry dummies indicate that the change in the skill mix differ 
fi'om one industry to another, though each definition of skill yield different ranking for 
the industry effect. These results reflect the fact each industry requires different type 
of skill. Region dummies show mixed results depending on the definition of skill, 
under the education definition regional dummies have no significant effect on the 
change in the wage share of educated workers. Alternatively, the HT definition 
indicates that the mountain and the pacific regions have had a greater change of the 
wage share of high tech workers.
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4.6. Topel Model:
Topel (1994) uses regional wage differences to study the determinants of 
relative wages using a model of factor demand in geographic markets. The model 
used by Topel is based on equation (25), where the demand equation takes the 
following form:
A Xij„ - A Zjm= Yij A log (w ^ w „J + Tij + e;j (29)
where:
A Xijm : is the change in the share of type i skill workers in industry j and 
market m.
A Zjn, : the cost share weighted average of the change in the share of the two 
skill groups in the model, it is calculated as: Zj Kijm • A Xjj„ .
Wm/Wm, : is the relative wage of skilled workers.
Tij : type i skill-biased technological change in industiy j, technical change is 
assumed to be independent of m.
Total regional increase in the demand for type i workers will equal the their 
supply when the market is in equilibrium, implying that: A X™ = Zj Sijm • A Xijm , 
where Sijm is the employment share of skill type i in industry j and market m.
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Substituting the above equilibrium condition into equation (29) and solving for the 
change in the relative wage yields;
A log = (y,„ )■' [ (A Xim - S j  Sijm •  A Zjm) -  ( S j  Sijm • A Tij ) - e; ]
(30)
The above equation decomposes the change in the log relative wage of skill 
level i in region m into two main factors: The change in net supply of type i workers 
in market m (which is represented by the first part in the right hand side of the 
equation), and technical change. (Yjm )*’ is the regional elasticities of 
complementarities which relates the changes in the regional relative wage to changes 
in net supply of type i workers and technical changes.
To estimate the above model, I use the BEA dataset which was used in 
section (4.3) because it includes suitable variables to fit equation (30). Workers are 
divided into two levels of skill according to the education definition, the dataset also 
includes 45 industries and 9 regions. Two time imervals are used 1960/1990 and 
1970/1990, while technical change is proxied by the change in the log of the share of 
computer stock in total capital stock (Alog c/k). The first part of the model presents 
the change in the net supply of factor i in market m, which is expected to be 
negatively related to the change in relative wage of skilled workers (i.e. if supply 
grows faster than demand relative wage will drop for this type of skill). Alternatively,
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since technical change is assumed to be skill-biased, the second part is expected to 
have a positive sign. As a result, the final movement of relative wage (whether an 
increase or a decrease) is determined by the magnitude of each part in equation (30), 
if net supply of type i workers has a greater effect than technical change, relative 
wage will drop for that type of workers.
Table (25) includes the estimated parameters for equation (30) for the two 
time intervals. The estimated coefficient for net supply has a negative sign for both 
periods, implying that the increase in average school attainment over the last thirty 
years has a negative effect on the relative wage of educated workers. Technical 
change (as proxied by Alog c/k) has a positive effect on the change in the relative 
wage of educated workers. Since the relative wage of educated workers have 
actually increased over both time intervals, this suggest that the magnitude of positive 
technical change effect is larger than the magnitude of the negative net supply effect. 
The explanatory power for the 1960/1990 regression shows that adding the region 
effect increases fi’om 0.5467 to 0.6568, while for the 1970/1990 increases by a 
less amount fi'om 0.8955 to 0.9252. In all cases the 1970/1990 regression has a 
higher explanatory power than the 1960/1990.
In table (26), the actual and predicted change in log relative wage is recorded 
by region, along with a decomposition of the model’s prediction to the net supply 
effect and technical change effect for the two time intervals. For the two time 
intervals and all regions show that the contribution of technical change outweigh the
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negative effect of net supply, causing relative wage to increase. Actual changes in 
relative wage show significant regional differences where the west region having the 
largest increase in relative wage. The increase in the relative wage in the west region 
is almost two and half times the average in 1960/1990 and around double the average 
in 1970/1990. To examine where does the large increase come from, I compare the 
numbers of the west region with the average. For 1960/1990 period, the predicted 
change in relative wage for the west is 32% higher than the average, however, the net 
supply component is 6.2% higher in the west while the technical component is 17.5% 
higher. The 1970/1990 results show a similar pattern, where the predicted relative 
wage is 42.7% higher in the west than the average, this increase can be related to 
4.5% higher net supply and 20% higher technical effect.
4.7. Summary:
In this chapter I have investigated the correlation between the change in 
the wage share of skilled workers and different proxies of technological change using 
regression analysis. There are four main findings;
(1) The caphal-skill complementarity analysis indicates that there is generally a 
positive relationship between the various capital stock measures used and the change 
in the wage share of skilled workers. Additionally, computer capital measure in 
particular has a strong positive correlation with the change in the skill mix, this 
positive impact is not significantly affected when other capital measures are added to
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the regression. Comparing both the significance and the magnitude of the two capital 
stock measures (Alog k/y and Alog c/k) indicates that the computer capital coefBcient 
has a stronger impact on changes in skills than the general capital-skill 
complementarity. The intuition behind these results is that computers, in general have 
a stronger effect on the change of the skill mix. Moreover, not only the quantity of 
capital stock is important in shaping the change in the workforce structure, it is the 
quality of capital stock that has the largest impact on the change in the wage share of 
skilled workers.
(2) The SMT regressions suggest that the intensity of technology use is 
positively related to the change in the wage share of skilled workers. Moreover, the 
magnitude of the effect of technology on the skill mix is strong, accounting for about 
29% of the change in the change in the wage share of skilled workers.
(3) The entry-exit dataset allow us to examine the significance and magnitude 
of the correlation between net entry and the wage share of skilled workers, as well as 
investigating whether there are any industrial or regional differences affecting that 
correlation. The empirical findings indicate that net entry has no significant effect on 
the change in the wage share o f skilled workers, while the turnover variable has a 
negative coefficient.
(4) Using Topel (1994) model of factor demand in regional market, I examine 
the determinants of regional relative wage differences. Empirical results suggest that 
net supply of skilled workers has a negative effect on the change in relative wages.
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however, the negative effect is outweighed by the strong positive effect caused by 
skill-biased technology.
1 2 8
BEA'IPUMS-SIC lodustry Codes Comcordsuce
Table (18)
Induatrv IPUMS SIC Wealth
Aaricutlure. Forcsiy St. Fisheries 10). 116. 126 01.02 .07.08.09 1.2
Nietsl mining 206 10 3
Coalmining 216 11.12 4
Crude petroleum and natural gas Extraction 226 13 5
Nonmeiallic milling and quanving. exoqn Aiel 236 14 6
ConsWiKlion 246 15.16.17 7
Lumber & Wood products 306.307.308 24 8
Furniture and fixtures 309 25 9
Stone. C la v t d a a s  and glass prod. 316.317J18319.326 32 10
Primary Metal IndusL 336.337.338 33 11
Fahricaled Metal Products 346.347.348 34 12
industrial Machinery 356.3S7.3J8 35 13
Electrical mach. equip, and supplies 367 36 14
Motor vehicles and motor vehicle equip 376 371 15
Transportation except Motor VUiicles 377.378.379 37. except 371 16
Instrument and related products 386.387.388 38 17
Mis. Manufacturing 399 39 18
Food f t Kindred Products 406.407.408.409.416.417.418.419.426 20 19
Tobacco Manufacturing 429 21 20
Textile Mill Products 436.437.438.439.446 22 21
Apparel f t Other Textile Products 448.449 23 22
Paper ft Allied Products 456.457.458 26 23
Printing f t Publishing 459 27 24
Chemicals f t Allied Products 466.467.468.469 28 25
Petroleum f t Coal Prod 476.477 29 26
Rubber ft Mis. Plastic Products 478 30 27
Leather & Leather Products 487.488.489 31 28
Railroad Transportation 506 40 29
Local Interurban Transit 516.536 41 30
Trucking ft Warehousing 526.527 42 31
Water Transportation 546 44 32
Air Transportation 556 45 33
Pipelines Except Gas 567 46 34
Transportation Serv. 568 47 35
Telephone f t Telegram 578.579 481.482.489 36
Radio&TV 856 483.484 37
Elecuic f t Gas Service 586.587.588 491.492.493 38.39
Sanharv Services 596.597.598 494.495.496.497 40
Wholesale Trade 606.607.608.609.616.617.618.619.626.627 50.51 41
Retail Trade 636.637.646.647.656.657.658.659.667.668. 
669.679.686.687.688.689.696.697.698.699
52 Through 59 42
Banks ft Credit 716 60.61 44.45
Security ft Commoditv Brokers f t Other Investment 726. 62.67 46.50
Insurance 736 63.64 47.48
Real Estate 746.756 65.66 49
Hrgels ft Other Lodging Places 836 70 51
Personal Services 826.846.847.848.849 72 52
Business Services 806.808 73 53
Auto Repair f t Service f t  Parking 816 75 54
Mis. Repair Services 817 76 55
Motion Pictures 857 78 56
Amusement ft Recreation Services 858.859 79 57
Health Services 868.869 80 58
Legal Services 879 81 59
Fducational Services 888 82 60
Social Services. Museums. Membership 
Organizations. Engineering. Management ftOther Sen
896. 897.898.899 83. 84. 86. 87. 89 61
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Table (19)
Log Changes of Capital and Computer Measures for the BEA Dataset
1960-1990
Variable 1960/70 1970/80 1980/90
Alog k/y 0.164 0.17 0.047
Alogc/y -0.345 1.385 1.613
Alog c/k ■0.505 1.218 1.566
Alog y 0.385 0.258 0.23
Notes; The above tlgures represent the mean values for the 43 industries included in the matched 
IPUMS/BEA/BLS dataset Output and capital stock figures are measured in millions of constant 
1987 dollars. Each measure is a  five years centered average of the respective variable. All capital 
stock measures are net stock measures, 
k/y: real net capital stock per unit o f real output
d y . real net stock o f  office, computing and accounting machinery capital per unit of real output 
c/ic real net stock o f  office, computing and accounting machinery capital per unit o f real capital stock.
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Table (20)
Computers, Capital Intensity, and Skill Upgrading 1960-1990
(a) Dependent Variable: Change in skilled Workers Share in the Wage Bill.
V aitoU t E dacuiiaii DcfluM oa O ecu M don O d ia ilio a H T D dkdO ou
M o M
1
M odel
2
M o d d
3
M o d d
I
M o d d
2
M o d d
3
M o d d
1
M o d d
2
M o d d
3
In tc rc c ft
( C a f t n t a f  brtcnral 
19CO-1970)
.0328
(.0058)
.0501
(.0093)
.0451
(.0097)
.0095»
(.0049)
.0192
(.0079)
.0187
(.0083)
.0123
(.0043)
-.0061»
(.0066)
-.0043»
(.0069)
1970-19M  D m y .0276
(.0108)
.0285
(.0111)
.0283
(.0110)
.0139»
(.0092)
.01063»
(.0094)
.01061»
(.0094)
.0158
(.0079)
.0224
(.0078)
.0225
(.0078)
i m t l W O  Dummy .0671
(.0129)
.0679
(.0131)
.0675
(.0130)
.0423
_G 0111)
.0395
(.0111)
.0394
C O llt)
.0104»
(.0095)
.0160»
(.0092)
.0162»
(.0092)
A log c/k .01536
(.0051)
.01542
(.0051)
.0161
(.0051)
.00089»
(.0044)
.00068»
(.0044)
.00074»
(.0044)
-.002»
(.0037)
-.0015»
(.0036)
-.0018»
(.0036)
A io g y .00624»
(.017)
.01133»
(.0171)
.02258»
(.0144)
.02211»
(.0147)
.0429
(.0121)
.0412
(.0123)
A log k/y .0244»
(.0146)
.00225»
(.0125)
-.0096»
(.0105)
R ^ u u c N .6036 .6040 .6130 .2891 3031 3 0 3 3 .045 .1346 .1405
n 126 126 126 126 126 126 125 125 125
Notes; Standard error in parentheses. All variables are weighted by [(Wit/Wt +Wit+1/Wt+1) /2]. 
indicates insignificant at the 5% level. The above figures represent the parameters estimate for the 
matched IPUMS/BEA/BLS dataset regressions. Output and capital stock figures are measured in 
millions of constant 1987 dollars. All measure is a five years centered average of the respective 
variable. All capital stock measures are net stock measures, 
k^: real net capital stock per unit of real output
c/y. real net stock of office, computing and accounting machinery capital per unit of real output 
c/k: real net stock of office, computing and accounting machinery capital per unit of real capital 
stock.
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Table (20)
Computers, Capital Intensity, and Skill Upgrading 1900-1990
(b) Dependent Variable: Change in Skilled Woricers Employment Share.
V arirtfe EteathMiOclliOllaM OCCHIDMkwIMWttai HTDcOaMoa
MoM
1
MoM
2
MoM
3
M oM
1
MoM
2
M oM
3
MoM
1
MoM
2
MoM
3
InlcRc^
(C a p d n tm M c n rU
1960-1970)
.0319
(.0052)
.0232
(.0082)
.0128*
(.0085)
-.0218
(.0064)
-.0195*
(.0102)
-.0219
( O i l )
.0052*
(.0030)
-.0084*
(.0046)
-.0071*
(.0049)
1970-1980 D m h j t .0428
(.0097)
.0455
(.0098)
.047
(.0095)
.044
(.0119)
.0433
(.0122)
.0437
(.0122)
.0161
(.0056)
.0204
(.0054)
.0202
(.0055)
1980-1990 Dm h t .06698
00115)
.0691
(.0116)
.0698 
. (  011.2)
.0457
(.0142)
.0451
(.0143)
.0453
(.0144)
.0078*
(.0067)
.0112*
(.0064)
.0111*
(.0064)
A lof c/k .0125
(.0044)
.0129
(.0044)
.0136
(.0042)
.0011*
(.0054)
.0010*
(.0054)
.0012*
(.0054)
-.0015*
(.0025)
-.001*
(.0024)
-.0011*
(.0024)
A lofy .0210*
(.0155)
.0318
(.0153)
-.0057*
(.0192)
-.0032*
(.0197)
.033
(.0087)
.0317
(.0089)
Alotk/y .044
(.0133)
010*
(.0172)
-.0058*
(.0078)
R-iqwicë .6362 .6415 .6711 .2643 .2649 .2669 .0986 .1945 .1982
n 126 126 126 126 126 126 125 125 125
Notes: Standard error in parentheses. All variables are weighted by [(Wit/Wt +Wit+l/Wt+l) /2] 
indicates insignificant at the S% level. The above figures represent the parameters estimate for the 
matched IPUMS/BEA/BLS dataset regressions. Output and capital stock figures are measured in 
millions of constam 1987 dollars. All measure is a five years centered average of the respective 
variable. All capital stock measures are net stock measures, 
k/y: real net capital stock per unit of real output
cly\ real net stock of ofiSce. computing and accounting machinery capital per unit of real output 
dk: real net stock of office, computing and accounting machinery capital per unit of real capital 
stock.
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Tabic (21)
Percent of Establishments Using Technology by IWo-Digit Industry
Technology Group TWo-Digit Industry
34 35 36 37 38
Design & Engineering:
• Computer Aided Design. 26.8 43.2 48.5 39.9 48.9
• CAD Controlled Machines. 13.1 21.6 16.0 16.6 14.6
- Digital CAD. 6.5 11.0 12.8 10.0 12.5
Flexible Machining & Assemblv:
• Flexible Manuâcturing Systems. 9.0 11.0 11.9 12.6 10.8
• Numerically Controlled Machines. 32.2 56.7 34.9 37.3 33.6
-Lasers. 2.9 3.6 7.5 6.0 4.3
- Pick Place Robots. 5.7 5.8 13.1 10.4 8.6
- Other Robots. 4.4 5.2 6.9 10.5 4.4
Automated Material Handling:
- Automatic Storage/Retrieval Systems. 1.0 3.6 4.9 4.7 4.2
• Guided Vehicles Systems. 0.8 1.7 1.8 3.3 1.3
Automated Sensor Based Insnection:
- Materials Sensors. 6.7 8.5 16.2 12.7 12.2
- Output Sensors. 8.3 9.9 22.2 14.4 15.4
Communication & Control:
- LAN for Tech Data. 13.4 18.5 24.9 22.0 25.8
- Factory LAN. 11.6 16.3 21.1 18.7 21.3
- Intercompany Computer Network. 14.9 12.4 16.2 21.7 13.8
- Progranunable Controllers. 26.8 33.9 38.0 32.0 32.7
- Computers Used on Factory Floor. 21.1 28.1 34.5 27.4 32.3
Number of Establishments 12746 13176 7293 3425 2916
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Table (22)
IPUMS / SIC (Manufacturing) Industry Codes Concordance
Industr) IPUMS
Code
SIC Code Industo' IPUMS
Code
SIC Code
Ugging 306 241
Sawmills, planing mills, and mill 
woric
307 242.243
Mise wood ptoduas 308 244.245.249 Bakery products 416 205
Fuminire and futures 309 250 Coniectionerv and related prod. 417 206
Class and class prod. 316 321.322.323 Beverage industries 418 208
Cement, cenerete. gyps, and plaster 
products
317 324.327 Mise f t  Not specified food 
prep, and kindred products
419.426 207.209
StniOural dav products 318 325 Tobaoco manuf. 429 210
Ponerv and related prd. 319 326 Knitting mills 436 225
Mise nonmeullie mineral A sto n e  
products
326 328.329 Dyemg and finishing 
te»ilcs.excepl knit goods
437 226
Blast lumaees. steel works, & tolling 
mills
336 331 Carpets, rugs, and other floor 
coverings
438 227
Other primary non & steel inthtstries 337 332.339 Yam. thread, and fabric 439 221.222.223
224.228
Primarv nonfetrous industries 338 333.334 Mise textile mill prorf 446 229
Fabricated steel prod. 346 341.34Z343.
344.34SJ46.
347
Apparel and accessories 448 231J32.233 
234J35.236 
237.238
Fabricated non-ferrous metal prod. 347 335.336 Mise fabricated textile products 449 239
Not speeilied metal industries 348 348.349 Pulp, paper, atid paper4xiard 
mills
456 261.262^63
263
Agricultural mach. and tractors 336 352 Paperboard containers and 
boxes
457 265
Ofiice and store machines 357 357 Mise paper and pulp products 458 264.267
Mise machinery 358 351.353. 354 
355.356.358 
359
Printing, publishing, and allied 
industries
459 270
Electrical mach. equip, and supplies 367 360 Drugs and medicines 467 283
Motor vehicles and motor vehicle 
equip
376 371 Paints, vamislies. and related 
products
468 285
Aircrali and parts 377 372 Mise chemicals and allied 
liroducts f t Svnlhetic fibers
466.469 281J82.284
286.287.289
Ship aixl boat building and repair 378 373 Petroleum refining 476 291
Railroad and mise ttansponation 
equip
379 374.375.376 
379
Mise petroleum and coal 
products
477 295.299
Professional equip 386 381.382. 383 
384.385
Rubber products 478 300
Photographic equip and supplies 387 386 Leather tanned, curried, and 
finished
487 311
iAtches. clocks, and clockwork, 
operated rlevices
388 387 Footwear, except rubber 488 313.314
Mise &  Not specified manufacturing 
indutaties
399.499 399 Leather prod except footwear 489 315.316.
317J19
Meat products 406 201
Dairy products 407 202
Carating and preserving ftuits. veg. 
andseafoorh
408 203
CraiitHitill products 409 204
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Table (23)
Technology Usage and Skill Upgrading in SIC Manufacturing Industries 34-38
(a) Dependent Variable: Change in the Wage Share o f Educated Workers.
Variable
1960A990 1970(1990 1980(1990
Model
1
M odel
2
Model
3
M odel
1
Model
2
Model
3
M odel
1
Model
2
M odel
3
lalcrccpt (Otplmrlmg 
R efio n 9 an d  M n t r y
38)
.2206
(.0206)
.2599
(.0243)
307 3
(.0377)
.1881
(.0152)
.1963
(.018)
3584
(.0285)
.1468
(.0109)
.1533
(.0125)
.138
(.0181)
RcflhM D oanqr: 
R esk m l
.0039 '
(.0293)
.0076 '
(.0282)
.0186 '
(.0225)
.0275*
(.0208)
.0114*
(.01567)
.0 0 7 3 '
(.0146)
R c fio n t .0439 '
(.0236)
-.047
(.0227)
-.027"
(.0181)
-.0214*
(.0167)
-.0144*
(.0128)
-.0181*
(.012)
R cfioaS -.0530
(.0218)
-.0451
(.0214)
.0123 '
(.0165)
.0285'
(.0155)
.006*
(.0112)
.0059*
(.0106)
Rethm -I -.0689
(.0343)
-.0587 '
(.0331)
-.0235'
(.0257)
-.0066*
(.0238)
-.0346
(.0169)
.0368
(0 1 5 8 )
R cfionS -.0581 '
(.0317)
-.0601
(.0299)
-.00077*
(.0225)
.0022*
(.0205)
.0049*
(.0149)
.0012*
(.0136)
ReglomS -.1417
(.0434)
-.1355
(.0410)
-.0215*
(.0323)
-.0142*
(.0293)
-.0171*
(.0203)
-.0187*
(.0186)
Region? -.1135
(.0369)
-.1049
(.0352)
-.0329'
(.0256)
-.0209*
(.0235)
-.0383
(.0162)
-.0408
(.015)
RegioaS -.0572 '
(.0505)
-.0482 '
(.0477)
.015"
(.0361)
.0194*
(.0329)
.0262*
(.0221)
.0222*
(.0203)
2-Digtt SIC Imdmri] 
Dummy:
Induitrv34
-.078
(.0327)
-.0898
(.0259)
-.0031*
(.0168)
In d u u y S S -.0007 '
(.0299)
-.0249*
(.0232)
.0051*
(.0143)
M iB tty  J6 .0099*
(.0301)
-.0050*
(.0235)
.0371
(.0148)
iad n itiy  37 -.0087 '
(.0309)
-.001*
(.0234)
-.0099*
(.0149)
Technology Uiagc .011*9
(.0028)
.0127
(.0028)
.0074
(.0038)
.009
(.002)
.0082
(.0021)
.001*
(.0027)
.0028*
(.0015)
.0024*
(.0014)
.0040
(.0018)
R-Squared .1358 .2907 .3952 .1472 .2295 .3901 0312 .1826 .3447
Mean o f  (he Dependent 
Variable
.253 .253 3 5 3 3 3 4 .234 .234 .148 .148 .148
n 113 113 113 113 113 113 113 113 113
Nate: Standard error in parentheses. All variables are weighted by ((WijtAVt 
insigniiicancc at the S% level.
W iji+ l/W (+ |)/2 |. indicates
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Table (23)
Technology Usage and Skill Upgrading in SIC Manufacturing Industries 34-38
(b) Dependent Variable: Change in the Wage Share of HT Workers.
VkrUbtr
1960/1990 1970/1990 1980/1990
M o d d
1
M odd
2
M o d d
3
M odd
1
M odd
2
M odd
3
M odd
1
M odd
2
M odd
3
IirtcKcpt (C aptntine 
Rc(ion 9  m d  la d u t r y
M )
-.0405
(.016)
-.0274»
(.0196)
- .0572 '
(.0302)
-.0295
(.0115)
-.0325
(.014)
.0002'
(.0223)
-.0025'
(.0079)
.0005 '
(.0096)
-.0016'
(.0144)
Rrcion Itaaimy: 
RcthMi I
.0124'
(.0239)
.0 0 6 7 '
(.0236)
.0051'
(.0175)
.0116'
(.0165)
-.0057'
(.0119)
-.0087'
(.0116)
RrShrnZ -.0123'
(.0193)
-.0172*
(.019)
.0059'
(.0141)
.0105'
(.0134)
-.0123'
(.0099)
-.0152'
(.0096)
Rct|iaa3 -.0378
(.0176)
-.0421
(.0178)
.0099'
(.0128)
.0 2 '
(.0123)
.015 '
(.0086)
-.0151'
(.0085)
Retlian-I -.0224'
(.0284)
-.0 2 7 8 '
(.028)
.004.3'
(.0198)
.0147'
(.0187)
-.0091'
(.0131)
.0105'
(.0127)
R tgkm S -.0126'
(.0253)
-.0 1 5 7 '
(.0245)
.0071'
(.0172)
.0093'
(.016)
.0015'
(.0114)
-.0007*
(O il)
R f(ion6 -.0296'
(.0356)
-.0324 '
(.0345)
.0265'
(.0238)
.0308'
(.0222)
.0133 '
(.0156)
.0125'
(.0148)
Ret<oa7 -.0504'
(.029)
-.0538*
(.0282)
.0105*
(.0197)
.0185'
(.0185)
-.0083'
(.0126)
-.0098'
(.0121)
RcfkNiS -.0536
(.0368)
- .0536 '
(.0357)
-.0465'
(.0252)
-.0476
(.0235)
-.001 '
(.0161)
-.0017'
(.0153)
SIC  tn d v t i ) ' 
Itammy: 
iwias*ry34
.0 1 2 4 '
(.0266)
-.0533
(.020)
-.0061'
(.0134)
IndusltyJS .0 4 5 7 '
(.0242)
-.0017'
(.0180)
-.0088'
(.0114)
Industry 36 .0 4 7 3 '
(.0244)
.0010'
(.0183)
.0137'
(.0118)
Industry 37 .0 1 2 8 '
(.0248)
.0093 '
(.0181)
-.0151'
(.0118)
Tcchnoloiy tlsngr .012%
(002)
.01.39
(.0023)
.0148
(.0031)
.007.3
(.0015)
.007
(.0016)
.0021'
(.0021)
.00.3
(.0011)
.0036
(.0011)
.0048
(.0014)
R.SquurTd .2486 J2 6 6 .3964 .1790 .2339 .3654 .0722 .1359 .2526
M n n o f lh e  
Dépendent VartaUe
.0282 .0282 .0282 .0171 .0171 .0171 0182 0182 .0182
n 103 103 103 103 103 103 103 103 103
Note: Standard error in  parentheses. All variables are weighted by ((WijtAVt +  W iji+iA V t+l)/2 |. indicates 
insignificance at the 5% level.
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Table (24)
Entry and Exit of Firms in Manufacturing and Skill Upgrading
(a) Dependent Variable: Change in the Wage Share of Educated Workers.
Variable Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4
Inteiccpt kttcrval 1960-1970 .0411 .05192 .0492* .0173*
•M i/or R c th w  9  n O / o r  I n a w t i7  39) (.0058) (.0156)
Y c a rD o M ic K
1990 .4397 .4399 .4209 .4205
(.0082) (.0082) (.008) (.0082)
1900 .0396 .0392 .0387 .0379
(.0082) (.0082) (.0077) (.0078)
2 DIgU SIC Indntiy D m n k s:
Ia4«try20 -.0150* -.0119*
Im4#Unr22 -.0032* -.0013*
In4wtry23 .1254 .124
(.0241) (.0244)
In ta ti724 .03348* .0343*
Iad«try2S .1214 .1206
(.029) (.0294)
M w Ii t 26 .0039* .0147*
Im4*uy27 .1112 .1139
(.0199) (.0201)
IndH(iy2S .0431 .0473
(.022) (.0229)
In4«ti729 -.0054* .0043*
IndwtqriO .1136 .1146
(.0316) (.0317)
In4Htry31 .0024* .0077*
In4Htry32 .0467* .0492*
IadMtry33 -.0083* -.0037*
Iii4Hti734 .0606 .0656
(.0212) (.022)
Iii4nfti73S .1036 .1055
(.0196) (.0198)
In4«try36 .0881 .0914
(.0195) (0199)
Ib6 u iIi 7 3 7 .0413* .0439
(.0215)
In4mUrv30 .0385* .0438*
Reglim Duwrnitw;
RcthNil .00549*
R*ek*2 00517*
Regiim3 .02043*
R « 0 k * 4 -.00074*
R c fia iiS .01742*
RcfloaO .02000*
R epkm ? .00740*
ReUkmO -.00835*
GroNth .0286* -.0404* -.0538*
Timover -.0167* -.0836 -.0552*
(.0272)
R-a^MTcd .7215 .726 .7586 .7597
n 1361 1348 1348 1348
Note: Standard error in parentheses. All variables are weighted by [(Wijt/Wt +Wijt+l/Wt+l) /2].
indicates insignificant at the S%  level. Standard deviation is not reported for insign ifican t 
coefficients due to space limitations.
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Table (24)
Variable
lutMwpt (Captntet interval 1960-1970 
anSAir RcflM 9 aaU/or IndaMiy 39)
YearDonanici:
1990
1900
2-Di|lt SIC InUaniy PuhwUm; 
M m tiy20
In6aMiy22
IiidaUiy23 
M aury 24 
In6attfy25 
hi4aUfy26
lmdaUry27
lndaUry28
Inda*ry29
InUoMiyiO 
Im6#my31 
M aury 32 
M aury 33 
M aury 34 
M aury 35 
M aury 36
M a U ry 3 7
M aury 38
Rctpoa Daaialia: 
Rcfioal
Rcfian2
Rexhm3
Rc|ioa4
ReatoaS
Reaha6
RaOhu?
RashaO_______
Grouth
Dimovcr
R -tq im n i
Model 1
-.023
(.0028)
.0957
(.0039)
.00548*
.3544
1373
Model 2 Model 3 Model 4
.0078*
.0971
(.0039)
.0070*
.01204*
-.049
(.0104)
.3652
1358
.0029
.0927
(.0038)
.0063*
- 0112*
-.0065*
-.0033*
.0042*
-.00163*
-.01344*
-.01136*
.007438*
-.0426
(.0153)
.01*
-.0036*
.0029*
-.0042*
.0167*
.00096*
.0364
(.0093)
-.0363
(.001)
.033
(0125)
-.0171*
-.0429
(.0127)
.4675
1358
.0648
(.0170)
.0889
(0 0 3 8 )
.0063*
-.0332
(.0112)
-.0301
(.0127)
-.0116*
-.0132*
- .0121*
-.0418
(0 1 3 5 )
-.0191
(.0094)
-.0107*
-.0747
(.0162)
.0039*
-.0233*
-.01105*
-.0207*
.0001*
-.0066*
.0478
(.0093)
-.0466
( 0100)
.0234*
-.0224
(.0072)
-.027
(.006)
-.0251
(.0059)
-.0169
(.0074)
-.00598*
-.0168
(.0079)
.00292*
.0184*
-.049
(0 1 7 5 )
-.0869
(0 1 5 )
.4833
1358
Note: Standard error in parentheses. All variables are weighted by [(Wijt/Wt +Wijt-i-l/Wt+l) H\.
***” indicates insignificant at the 5% level. Standard deviation is not reported for insignificant 
coefficients due to space limitations.
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Table (25)
Estimated Determinants Of the Change in Relative Wage of Skilled Workers 
(Elasticities of Complementarity)
Dependent Variable; Change in log of relative wage of educated workers.
Explanatory Variables 1960-1990 1970-1990
- Net Supply -0.071069 -0.03925
(0.007460) (0.002864)
- Technical Change 0.028509 0.011839
(0.0222568) (0.0006766)
- Region Effect Yes Yea
-R^ Total 0.6568 0.9252
- R^  Met of Region Effect 0.5467 0.8955
- R^  Met of Region and 0.5321 0.8664
Technical Change Effect.
Note: All parameters are significant at the S% level. Standard Deviations in parentheses.
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Table (26)
Actual and Predicted Components of the Change In Log Relative Wage 
of Educated Workers
(a) 1960-1990
Region Actual Change 
In Relative Wage
Predicted Change 
in Relative Wage
Contribution 
of Net Supply
Contribution of 
Technical Change
New England 0.13415 0.096 -0.137 0.223
Atlantic 0.14575 0.071 -0.128 0.199
East N. Central 0.11605 0.061 -0.134 0.195
West N. Central 0.04531 0.076 •0.129 0.205
South Atlantic 0.00840 0.076 -0.122 0.198
Easts. Central -0.08714 0.069 -0.Ï12 0.181
West S. Central 0.03829 0.089 -0.120 0.209
Mountain 0.10390 0.104 -0.139 0.243
West (Pacific) 0.20638 0.111 •0.137 0.248
Average 0.07901 0.084 -0.129 0.211
(b) 1970-1990
Region Actual Change 
in Relative Wage
Predicted Change 
in Relative Wage
Contribution 
of Net Supply
Contributiou of 
Technical Change
New England 0.10182 0.092 -0.141 0.233
Atlantic 0.10999 0.074 -0.134 0.208
East N. Central 0.10793 0.074 -0.132 0.206
West N. Central 0.05694 0.083 -0.133 0.216
South Atlantic 0.07967 0.079 -0.126 0.205
Easts. Central 0.00599 0.068 -0.117 0.185
West S. Central 0.09018 0.091 -0.126 0.217
Mountain 0.08785 0.115 -0.137 0.252
West (Pacific) 0.15561 0.127 •0.138 0.265
Average 0.08844 0.089 -0.132 0.221
Note: Predicted components are derived by muitipiying the changes in the explanatory variable by 
the regression coeflScients reported in table (25).
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Chapter Five:
Summary and Conclusions
Increasing wage inequality between different groups of workers in the US 
along with the observed shift towards more skilled workers have attracted many 
researchers to study the sources of these changes. The skill-biased technological 
change hypothesis is offered by most researchers as a primary explanation for the 
increase in wage inequality and the increase in the wage and employment shares of 
skilled workers.
This dissertation examined the skill-biased technological change hypothesis, 
addressing several important issues. My main findings and my interpretation of these 
findings are given below.
The decomposition results are consistent with the findings of other researchers 
showing that the within industries component dominates the change in the skill mix. 
Moreover, the regional decomposition for the change in the skill mix show that the 
within regions effect also dominates the between regions effect. The same results are 
reached when I run a rural/urban decomposition and the combined sectoral/regional 
decomposition. These findings suggest that there has been an upgrade of skill within 
industries, regions and metropolitan areas, which is consistent with the skill-biased 
technological change explanation for the change in workforce skills.
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Two more points are worth highlighting: (1) The between industries 
component is significantly larger in the 1950s and 1960s compared with the 1970s and 
1980s. (2) The services sector shows a different pattern than all other industrial 
sectors where the between industries component dominates the change in the skill mix 
for the early periods. A possible explanation for the time pattern can be found in the 
shift fi’om centralized computers to distributed computers by the late 1970s. The 
widespread difiUsion computers into individual workplaces may be the cause o f the 
acceleration in the shift towards more skilled workers.
In addition to the decomposition analysis, I have investigated the relation 
between different proxies of technology and the change in the wage share of skilled 
workers. The empirical results indicate that there is a positive relation between all 
capital investment measures and the change in the wage share of skilled workers. 
Moreover, computer investment, in particular, has a strong positive relationship with 
the change in the skill mix. Comparing the m%nitude of the two capital stock 
measures indicates that the computer investment variable has a relatively larger effect. 
These results imply that the quality of capital stock has a larger effect on the change of 
skills than just capital deepening. These results are in line with the findings reported 
by Autor, Katz and Krueger (1997).
In light of the above findings that show a larger effect o f computers on the 
change in the skill mix, I used the SMT dataset to examine whether other advanced 
manufacturing technologies have the same strong effect on the change in the
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workforce structure. The results of the regression suggest a strong positive 
relationship between advanced technologies and the change in the wage share of 
skilled workers. The advanced technology accounts for around 29% of the change in 
the skill mix over the period 1960-1990. The effect of the technology variable seems 
to be stronger over longer periods of time. These results provide more evidence to the 
hypothesis that the higher the quality of capital stock, the stronger is the effect on the 
distribution of skills. This is consistent with the view that technical change is often 
embodied in the capital stock. The proxies for capital quality used in this study, all 
suggest that “high tech” capital is positively correlated with workforce skill.
The entry-exit dataset allow us to examine the hypothesis that one of the main 
paths for new technology to be introduced to the economy is through entry and exit of 
plants. The empirical findings indicate that net entry has no significant effect on the 
change in the wage share of skilled workers, while the turnover variable has a negative 
coefficient. These findings are in line with the results reported by Dunne, Haltiwanger 
and Troske (1996). While at first blush, it may appealing to think of new plants as the 
primary introducers o f new technology, in fact, new plants are often small and labor 
intensive workplaces. Dunne (1994) reports that there is little difference in advanced 
technology use by plant age, suggesting older plants workplaces have similar 
technologies to newer plants. Thus, it is not surprising to see the insignificance of net 
entry of new plants and a negative effect of the turnover variable on the change of 
workforce stmcture.
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This dissertation tries to overcome some of the shortcomings of the empirical 
studies of the sources of the change in workforce structure. The main focus is to 
investigate the role of technology in changing the skill mix. Within this context, the 
regional and sectoral effects on the change in the skill mix are also examined.
The results of the decomposition are consistent with the skill-biased technical 
change story. Moreover, the sectoral decomposition show that the services sector 
follow a different pattern than manufacturing. As a result, the first contribution of this 
dissertation is to indicate that the conclusions of previous studies which focused on the 
manufacturing sector can not be generalized to other industrial sectors. However, it is 
also important to point to the problem associated with the way the results o f the 
decomposition has been interpreted in the literature. Researchers have interpreted the 
within industry component as consistent with skill-biased technical change explanation, 
while the between industry component is consistent with the trade story. The borders 
between those component are not final, I believe, and there is a gray area in the middle 
where a within industry component can be caused by international trade^^.
In evaluating the strengths and weaknesses of this dissertation, I believe the 
strengths center around the development of new decompositions and the analysis of 
the relationship between workforce skills and new measures of technology such as
If two companies within the same industry are involved in trade, the first is very efBcient and growing wiiile 
the second is losing to imports. Skilled workers leave the inefBcient company and join the successful one, 
therefore the employment share o f  the industry in  total employment does not change, while the employment 
share of skilled wotkers increase in  the growing company and declining in the second. This is a withhi 
companies movement driven by trade.
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SMT variable and the turnover measure. However, it must be recognized that 
measuring both workforce skill and technology are challenging tasks. In term of the 
research presented here I believe that there are number o f measurement issues that 
should be highlighted. First, though the education definition of skill is less problematic 
than the other occupation based definitions, this definition, however, does not take the 
difference in the quality of education between the 1950s and 1990s into account. 
Second, the 3-digit industry variable is too broad, and it does not capture significant 
differences within the 3-digit industries. Third, most technology measures are indirect 
measures, and there is little information on the composition of capital stock which 
does not allow testing the effect of different types of technology. The exception is the 
advanced technology variable which provides a more direct technology measure 
including the type of technology, however, this variable is limited to a few 
manufacturing industries.
In conclusion, the findings of this study suggest that technical change is an 
important factor affecting the change in workforce skill, however, it does not explain 
all the variations in the change in the skill mix. My research is limited by the scope of 
this dissertation and data limitation. Further research is still needed to examine the 
differences between the services and other industrial sectors, and whether changes in 
the workforce skills are driven by different forces. Moreover, my regression results 
show that both computer investment an advanced technology have a significant effect 
on the change in the skill mix. Additional work is still required to examine the effect
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of different types of technology on the change of skill mix for the whole economy, and 
whether computer-based technologies have the largest effect on shaping the labor 
market.
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